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THAI ABSTRACT 

ภนิดา วามนตรี : ผลการนวดไทยด้วยตนเองโดยใช้ตะขอนวดวิไลเปรียบเทียบกับไอบูโพ
รเฟนในผู้ป่วยปวดหลังส่วนบนจากกลุ่มอาการปวดกล้ามเนื้อและพังผืด (EFFECTS OF TRADITIONAL 
THAI SELF- MASSAGE  USING  WILAI MASSAGE STICKTM VERSUS IBUPROFEN IN PATIENTS 
WITH UPPER BACK ASSOCIATED WITH MYOFASCIAL TRIGGER POINT: A RANDOMIZED 
CONTROLLED TRIAL) อ.ที่ปรึกษาวิทยานิพนธ์หลัก: ผศ. ดร. เนาวรัตน์ กาญจนาคาร, อ.ที่ปรึกษา
วิทยานิพนธ์ร่วม: รศ. ดร. วิชัย อึงพินิจพงศ์, หน้า. 

การศึกษานี้มีวัตถุประสงค์เพื่อตรวจสอบผลการนวดไทยด้วยตนเองโดยใช้ตะขอนวดวิไลTM เปรียบเทียบ
กับไอบูโพรเฟนในผู้ป่วยปวดหลังส่วนบนจากกลุ่มอาการปวดกล้ามเนื้อและพังผืด   ใช้ระเบียบวิธีการวิจัยแบบ 
Randomized control trial (RCT) เก็บข้อมูล ณ โรงพยาบาลลาดหลุมแก้ว มีอาสาสมัครจ านวน 60 คน อายุ
ระหว่าง 18-60 ปี ได้รับการวินิจฉัยจากแพทย์ว่ามีอาการปวดหลังส่วนบนจากกลุ่มอาการปวดกล้ามเนื้อและ
พังผืด  ผ่านการคัดกรองตามเกณฑ์การคัดเข้า แล้วแบ่งเป็น 2 กลุ่ม กล่าวคือกลุ่มที่ 1 (กลุ่มรักษา n=30) ได้รับค า
ช้ีแจงเกี่ยวกับวิธีการใช้ตะขอนวดวิไลTM และใช้งานกดจุดตามแนวเส้นของการนวดแผนไทยบริเวณหลังส่วนบน วัน
ละ 10 นาที และตามด้วยการยืดกล้ามเนื้อ 2 นาที กลุ่มที ่2 (กลุ่มควบคุม n=30) รับประทานยาไอบูโพรเฟน ขนาด 
400 มิลลิกรัม 3 เวลาหลังอาหารทันที และตามด้วยการยืดกล้ามเนื้อแบบเดียวกัน ทั้งสองกลุ่มได้รับการรักษาเป็น
เวลา 5 วัน ผู้ป่วยได้รับการประเมินระดับของอาการปวด ระดับขีดเริ่มของอาการกดเจ็บ ระดับความนุ่มของเนื้อเยื่อ 
องศาการเคลื่อนไหวของคอ โดยประเมินทั้งก่อนและหลังการรักษาในครั้งแรก หนึ่งวันหลังการรักษาครั้งสุดท้าย 
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ปวด ระดับขีดเริ่มของอาการกดเจ็บ ระดับความนุ่มของเนื้อเยื่อ และองศาการเคลื่อนไหวของคอ เปลี่ยนไปในทางที่
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The objective of this study was to examine the effects of traditional Thai self-massage 
using Wilai massage stickTM versus Ibuprofen on reducing pain in patients with upper back pain 
associated with myofascial trigger points. A randomized controlled trial with single blinded was 
taken at Lad Lum Keaw hospital. Sixty participants aged between 18-60 years who were 
diagnosed by medical doctor having myofascial trigger points of upper back muscles, enrolled in 
the study. They were randomly allocated in 2 groups, a massage group and a medication group. 
Participants in the massage group were demonstrated on self-massage using Wilai massage 
stickTM on upper back muscles. Then they were asked to spend a daily 10 minutes working on 
self-massage using the stick and followed by a 2-minute active stretching exercise for 5 days. 
Participants in the medication froup were prescribed to take Ibuprofen 3 tablets (400 mg/tablets) 
three times a day, and were given the same active stretching exercise program as that for the 
massage group. Pain intensity (VAS), pressure pain threshold (PPT), tissue hardness, and cervical 
range of motion (CROM) were assessed at baseline, immediately after the first treatment session, 
and 5 days after the last treatment session. Results were shown that participants in the massage 
group had significant improvement in all parameters at all assessment time points (p<0.05). 
Similar changes were observed in the medication group (p<0.05) except for PTT and tissue 
hardness. The adjusted post-test mean values of each assessment time point was significantly 
better in the massage group than those of the medication group (p<0.05). We  conclude that 
traditional Thai self-massage using Wilai massage stickTM provide better results than taking 
ibuprofen for the patients who have upper back pain  associated with MTrPs. It could be an 
altetnative treatment for this patient population 
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CHAPTER I 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Background and rationale of the study 
 

 Myofascial pain trigger points (MTrPs) are common problems among those in 

their working age that may cause chronic pain to certain muscle groups. Patients 

usually experience pain without being able to identify its location. Severity differs in 

each individual, ranging from occasional mild pain healing over time to severe pain 

disabling motion [1]. Upper back pain resulting from MTrPs is often found in general 

practice clinics where patients seek medical care. It is believed that this type of pain 

is caused by shortening sarcomere with such physical signs as regional pain, which 

may be acute in case of overload stress or chronic [2].  

 Specific characteristics of upper back pain include TrPs, resulting in referred 

pain. TrPs refer to hyperirritable points with abnormally lower pressure pain 

thresholds (PPTs). TrPs fall into two types: active TrPs and latent TrPs. Active TrPs are 

those characterized by pain in normal conditions even without exerting force, 

whereas latent TrPs are defined as those expressing referred pain only with 

stimulation or exerting force. TrPs take the form of taut bands inside muscle tissues 

from which 3-6 mm nodules can be felt [2, 3]. 

 MTrPs can be treated in several ways, including pharmacological approaches, 

such as taking paracetamol or anti-inflammatory drugs. The use of medication for 
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myofascial pain syndrome is somewhat debatable. NSAIDs are beneficial as 

analgesics, especially to make the patient more comfortable while exercising and 

returning to activities of daily living. There is no evidence, however, for an anti-

inflammatory effect for NSAIDs in myofascial pain syndrome [4].  In primary health 

care the therapy is frequently initiated with the prescription of non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) as well as non-pharmacological approaches, such as 

ischemic compression, [5, 6] needling, [5, 7], vapo-coolant spray and stretch, [8] 

electrical stimulation, [9] laser therapy, [10] ultrasound, [11, 12], diathermy, [13] and 

massage [5, 14, 15].  

 Among the non-pharmacological approaches, massage is an effective 

alternative treatment that is becoming more popular. A lot of studies indicated that 

massage therapy has both physiological and emotional effects. Physiologically, it can 

change the level of biochemical substances. For example, massage can increase 

beta-endorphin, [16, 17] serotonin, [18, 19] and dopamine, [20, 21] as well as reduce 

cortisol, [22-24] norepinephrine, and epinephrine [25, 26]. Additionally, research in 

pregnant women and infants reveals the effects of massage treatment on preventing 

premature delivery [24, 27] and improving infant growth [28]. It has also been found 

that massage functions on the autonomic nervous system, thereby lowering heart 

rate, [29] blood pressure, [30, 31] and respiratory rate [32] as well as improving 

feelings of pain [33, 34] and immune functions [35]. As regards its psychological 

effects, massage can lower depression, [36, 37] anxiety, [31, 38] and stress [22]. 

 Integrated into current medical services, massage procedures involve pressing 

the points along the massage line stretching through almost all striated muscles of 

the body. This is carried out using the thumbs and other fingers and palms to exert 
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gentle force on the muscles followed by stretching. The effectiveness of massage 

has been proven in several research reports. In [39], traditional Thai massage was 

found to relieve back pain as well as increase skin temperature and body flexibility in 

patients with chronic myositis. A comparison of the effectiveness of Swedish massage 

and traditional Thai massage showed that both could reduce pain and TrPs [40]. 

Another study indicated that traditional Thai massage had immediate alleviating 

effects on heart rate variability and stress-related variables as well as stress, pain, and 

flexibility among patients with MTrPs. [41]. The immediate effects of traditional Thai 

massage on electroencephalogram, stress, and pain in scapulocostal syndrome 

patients were reported reduction in pain [42].  

 Despite its proven benefits, massage is done mainly by a therapist. Self-

massage is generally use for people but there are some limitations of use for back 

region. Therefore, a self-massage device  to serve people need for use to relieve 

muscle tension and pain. From the study done by Hanten [6], the author found the 

effects of a home program of self-applied ischemic compression followed stretching 

reduction in pain. Another study revealed that effect of ischemic pressure using a 

Backnobber II device on discomfort associate with myofascial trigger points reducing 

MTrP irritability [43]. This can in fact be an effective procedure since a patient can 

determine locations of pain, and duration, frequency, and force of massage on his 

own. Self-massage requires the use of a Wilai massage stick. So far, research has 

not been conducted traditional Thai massage using self-massage and Wilai massage 

sticks. The objective of this study, therefore, is to evaluate the effects of traditional 

Thai self-massage using a Wilai massage stick versus ibuprofen in patients with 

upper back associated myofascial trigger points.  
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2. Research gap 

 There have been no randomized clinical trials comparing the effects of 

traditional Thai self-massage using a Wilai massage stick and ibuprofen in relieving 

upper back pain caused by MTrPs.  

3. Research questions 

 3.1 Can traditional Thai self-massage using a Wilai massage stick reduce 

pain and muscle hardness as well as increase PPTs and the cervical range of motion 

(CROM) in upper back pain patients?  

 3.2 Can ibuprofen reduce pain and muscle hardness as well as increase 

PPT and CROM in upper back pain patients?   

4. Research hypotheses 

 4.1 A Wilai massage stickTM can reduce pain and tissue hardness significant 

differences between ibuprofen in upper back pain patients.  

 4.2 A Wilai massage stickTM can increase PPTs and CROM significant 

differences between ibuprofen in upper back pain patients.  

5. Research objectives 

 5.1  General objective 

  To examine the effects of traditional Thai self-massage using a Wilai 

massage stickTM  versus Ibuprofen in reducing pain in patients with upper back pain 

associated with myofascial trigger points. 
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5.2 Specific objective 

  5.2.1 To evaluate the effect of traditional Thai self-massage using a 

Wilai massage stick in reducing pain and tissue hardness as well as increasing PPT 

and CROM in upper back pain patients. 

  5.2.2 To evaluate the effect of ibuprofen in reducing pain and tissue 

hardness as well as increasing PPT and CROM in upper back pain patients.  

  5.2.3 To compare the effect of traditional Thai self-massage using a 

Wilai massage stick and ibuprofen in reducing pain and muscle hardness as well as 

increasing PPT and CROM in upper back pain patients. 
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6. Conceptual framework 

  
  Independent Variable                 Dependent Variable 
                

 
 
        
 
 
 

           

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Conceptual framework 

Patient upper back pain with MTrPs 

Treatment group 
Wilai massage stickTM and 
stretching exercise 

Control group 
Ibuprofen and stretching 
exercise 

Baseline and after treatment 5 days 
 
-Pain intensity (VAS) 
-Pressure pain threshold 
-Muscle hardness 
-Cervical range of motion (CROM) 

Outcome 

            Etiology of MTrPs 
Poor posture 
Overuses 
Repetitive motion 
Macrotrauma 
Microtrauma 

Randomize 

Inclusion/Exclusion criteria 

Outcome Comparison 

Assessment 
Baseline and after 
treatment 5 days 

 

Assessment 
Baseline and after 
treatment 5 days 



 

 

CHAPTER II 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 The objective of this research was to compare the effects of self-massage 

using a Wilai massage stick and ibuprofen on pain intensity, pressure pain 

thresholds (PPTs), muscle hardness, and cervical range of motion (CROM) in patients 

with upper back pain characterized by myofascial pain syndrome (MPS). The 

literature review covers the following topics.  

 

1. Overview of myofascial pain syndrome 

1.1 Definition 

1.2 Clinical features 

1.3 Epidemiology, prevalence, and incidence  

1.4 Etiology 

1.5 Pathophysiology 

1.6 Symptoms of myofascial pain syndrome 

1.7 Diagnosis 

 

2. Current treatment of myofascial pain syndrome 

2.1 Pharmacological treatment 

2.2 Ibuprofen 

2.3 Non-pharmacological treatment 

 

3. Traditional Thai massage 

 3.1 Evaluation of massage 
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3.2 Evaluation of traditional Thai massage 

3.3 Type of traditional Thai massage 

3.4 Court type traditional Thai massage 

 

4. Theory of Thai massage 

4.1 Background of Sen Sib 

4.2 Characteristics of Sen Sib 

4.3 Sen Sib 

 

5.  Wilai massage stick 

5.1 Benefits of Wilai massage sticks 

5.2 Contraindications 

5.3 Use instructions 

5.4 Post-massage stretching exercise 

5.5 Research of a Wilai massage stickTM   

 

6. Outcome measurement 

 5.1 Primary measurement instrument 

 5.2 Secondary measurement instruments 

 

7. Research on massage tools 

8. Research on traditional Thai massage 
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1. Overview of myofascial pain syndrome 
 

 1.1  Definition 

  Myofascial pain syndrome (MPS) refers to musculoskeletal pain 

occurring to one or several hyperirritable spots called myofascial trigger points 

(MTrPs) within the belly of muscles [44]. MTrPs are associated with taut bands of 

skeletal muscles that feel painful when compressed or stretched and that can cause 

referred pain and autonomic conditions [45]. Having the size of 2 to 5 mm in 

diameter, [44] MTrPs are found in skeletal muscles and/or their fascia [46]. They can 

be classified into active or latent MTrPs. [45].  

 Always tender, painful, and symptomatic, active MTrPs result in pain during 

both rest and motion. When MTrP are palpated, local or specific referred pain or 

both take place. Research has shown that for a greater pain intensity associated with 

active MTrPs, needing can cause higher referred pain frequency than palpations [47] 

the greater the occurrence of referred frequency by needing than by palpation [45]. 

Latent MTrPs, on the other hand, are of asymptomatic type not requiring treatment if 

they are not stimulated. They are also tender with a local twitch response and lower 

pressure pain thresholds (PPTs) when pressed with an algometer [48]. Despite this 

fact, it is possible that latent MTrPs may lead to active ones. Tension, mechanical 

loading, or prolonged muscle shortening have all been reported to activate latent 

MTrPs. 
 

1.2  Clinical features 

 The following clinical features characterize patients with MTrPs.  
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  1.2.1  Tender points. Discrete areas in the soma that feels more 

painful with press than nearby areas are called tender points. Tenderness is 

characteristic of, but not exclusive to MTrPs. 

  1.2.2  Taut bands. Taut bands refer to ropelike swellings in muscles 

caused when shortening of muscle fibers is sustained. If muscle fibers of taut bands 

are subject to increased tension, MTrPs will become more sensitive.   

1.2.3  Jump signs. When the tender point is pressed, the patient 

reacts by exclaiming or moving. Both tenderness and pressure levels play a part in 

this reaction.  
  1.2.4  Pain recognition. When the tender point is subject to digital 

pressure or needling, pain is felt. Associated with either some or all of the pain, this 

characterizes an active trigger point, and the pressure on the point has to be 

maintained for pain replication. 

  1.2.5  Local twitch response. The taut band of an active MTrP will 

contract as a result of finger palpations with visible signs in case of superficial 

muscles or changes detected only by the examiner in case of deep muscles. Direct 

needling of the MTrP can result in more frequent local twitch responses.  

  1.2.6  Elicited referred pain. If the MTrP is active, it can refer pain to a 

distant location. In contrast, more pressure is required for latent MTrPS to refer pain. 

  1.2.7  Restricted range of motion.  Pain often restrict the affected 

muscle from being fully stretched. 
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  1.2.8  Muscle weakness. The affected muscle side exhibits lower 

muscle strength than the non-affected one, and it is easier for the muscle to 

become fatigue [49].  

1.3  Epidemiology, prevalence, and incidence  

  A lot of studies have been conducted to examine the epidemiology, 

prevalence, and incidence of MPS in non-patients and patients, with mixed results. 

According to a study of musculoskeletal disorders in Thailand, 36% of 431 patients 

were primarily diagnosed with MPS. Research also indicated a higher incidence of 

MPS in women than men, and in those aged between 31 to 50 years than children 

and teenagers [50]. MPS resulting from MTrPs has currently been reported to cause 

such chronic pain conditions as occupational pain, back pain, headache, facial pain, 

herpes zoster pain, plantar fasciitis, and pelvis pain [51]. For instance, a survey of 200 

asymptomatic young adults was conducted to examine latent MTrPs in the shoulder 

girdle muscle. It was found that 54% of the female participants suffered from MTrPS, 

and 49.5% reported having one or more MTrPs, most commonly in the trapezius, 

levator scapulae, and axial postural muscles [52]. In one study, nevertheless, MPS 

was found to arise more frequently in the upper body than other physical areas [53]. 

1.4  Etiology 

Although symptomatic MTrPs are generally not found in healthy 

muscles, any skeletal muscles may exhibit MTrPs as a result of the following causes 

[51]. 
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  1.4.1  Trauma. A trauma from an injury taking place suddenly 

or directly to a muscle or muscle overloading can cause high intensity stimulation, 

thereby leading to MTrP nociceptive sensory afferent activity. A micro-trauma such as 

a strain can also cause MTrP if repeated [49].  

   1.4.2  Extreme activities. MTrP may be brought about by 

extreme activities subjecting a muscle to excessive or unfamiliar stimulation. 

   1.4.3  Muscle wasting. A malignant disease or neurological 

disorder can weaken and waste a muscle, thereby resulting in MTrP. For instance, a 

stroke can lead to MTrP nociceptive pain since the recovery requires forced 

movements of the affected muscles [49]. 

   1.4.4  Postural habits. Axial muscles used for maintaining 

posture are the areas where MTrPs are most often found as a result of constant 

tension, micro-traumas resulting from poor postures in daily activities and at work, or 

recreational activities exerting prolonged pressure on the muscles [54].    

   1.4.5  Cold draft. A cold draft has several consequences, 

including overlying, which can activate MTrPs. 

   1.4.6  Emotional stress and fatigue. MTrPs can be brought 

about by emotional stress and fatigue as these increase muscle resting tone and 

reduce PPTs. 

   1.4.7  Visceral referred pain. A visceral disease refers pain to 

skin as well as muscles, activating and superimposing the MTrPs in the area [49]. 
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   1.4.8  Radiculopathic compression of motor nerves. 

Compression on the spinal nerve root from spondylosis or disc prolapse, for instance, 

can lead paraspinal muscles to develop secondary MTrPs. 

   1.4.9  Muscle ischemic. Arterial obstruction can lead to 

ischemic muscles and thus MTrP activity. 

   1.4.10  Nutritional factors. Intake of low levels of vitamins B1, 

B6, B12, and/or folic acid can contribute to the formation of MTrPs. In addition, 

vitamin C deficiency can bring about muscle stiffness after exercise. Also, if calcium 

and potassium are sufficiently consumed, muscle functions will be preserved. 

Defiency of such beneficial nutritional substances can cause spasm and MTrPs [5]. 

1.5  Pathophysiology  

  1.5.1  Pathophysiology mechanism of MTrPs  

   Despite unclear etiology, the energy crisis theory and the 

motor endplate hypothesis are most widely accepted. 
   1.5.1.1  Energy crisis theory 

     The earliest explanation of TrP formation, [34] 

the energy crisis theory proposes that when the demand, i.e. neural input, on a 

muscle increases, micro-traumas or recurrent micro-traumas result. As a result, more 

calcium is released from the sacrolemma, and the shortening of the sacromeres is 

prolonged. This deprives blood circulation and oxygen supply, so it is more difficult 

for cells to produce adequate adenosine triphosphate (ATP) for active relaxation. The 

resultant accumulation of ischemic byproducts of metabolism is believed to be a 

contributing factor to sensitization and direct stimulation of sensory nerves causing 
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pain [45, 47, 51]. Nevertheless, the energy crisis theory has not been empirically 

confirmed.  

  1.5.1.2  Motor endplate hypothesis 

    A pathologic increase in the release of acetycholine 

(ACh) which the nerve terminal of an abnormal motor endplate causes in resting 

condition has been proposed to account for the pathophysiology of MPS, a finding 

that electrodiagnostic evidence also support [55]. Some research revealed that MTrPs 

were characterized by more frequent endplate noise (EPN) in comparison with the 

zone outside the MTrP, but the findings are not conclusive since EPN is not the sole 

factor determining MTrPs. [45].  Specifically, EPN may be associated with several 

types of endplate structure mechanical stimulation [55]. Furthermore, when a 

normal endplate is chemically stimulated, an endplate noise pattern at as much as 

1,000 times the normal rate of spontaneous discharge may be produced [56]. It may 

be concluded from these findings that ACh may be abnormally released as a result 

of mechanical, chemical, or other noxious stimuli [57].  

 

  1.5.2  Pathophysiology mechanism of referred pain 

   Five mechanisms have been proposed for referral of pain. 

Convergence-projection at the spinal level, peripheral branching of primary afferent 

nociceptors, and convergence-projection at the supraspinal level are the first three 

mechanisms dependent on neuroanatomical structure [58].  Spinal convergence-

facilitation and activity of sympathetic nerves, in contrast, are brought about by 

responsiveness modulation [59]. 

   1.5.2.1  Convergence-projection at the spinal level 

    Two different sources send a pain message to the 

nerve cell in the spinal cord. Then the nerve relays internal organ and nociceptor 
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information from the skin or muscles or both to the brain, which does not have a 

mechanism for differentiating the type of information. As a result, the message is 

interpreted as pain in the skin or muscles instead of internal visceral organs 

   1.5.2.2  Peripheral branching of primary afferent nociceptors 

    This mechanism postulates that parts of the body are 

separately supplied by different nerve branches, so misinterpretation of messages 

from the nerve ending in one branch as those from another branch is possible. 

   1.5.2.3  Convergence or image projection at the supraspinal 

level  

    Referred pain may be interpreted from an ambiguous 

message arising from the convergence of pain pathway from different bodily parts at 

the thalamic and/or cortical level. Despite the empirical evidence suggesting the 

modulation of MTrPs referred pain at the supraspinal level, the exact mechanism has 

not been explained [60].  

   1.5.2.4  Convergence-facilitation 

    According to this mechanism, a below-threshold neural 

activity such as somatic afferent impulses from the skin may excite the spinothalamic 

tract figers as a result of visceral impulses. It should be noted that this the 

convergence-facilitation hypothesis suggests the role of active MTrPs act as 

peripheral pain generators.  

   1.5.2.5  Sympathetic nervous system activity 

    The mechanism by which sympathetic nerves bring 

about pain is that they release substances that sensitize primary afferent nerve 

ending in the area where referred pain is felt. Another possible explanation is that 

sympathetic nerves inhibit blood circulation to sensory nerve fibers.  
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1.6  Symptoms or alterations related myofascial pain syndrome 

  1.6.1  Pain 

   The onset of MPS may abrupt from immediate postural change 

or gradual from a period of muscle overloading, viral infection, visceral disease, or 

psychologenic stress. For the first case, the first date of the pain can be remembered 

clearly, and the pain can be described precisely. MTrP pain is described as steady, 

deep, and aching; occasionally as sharp, lancinating, and stabbing; and infrequently 

as burning. MTrP pain should be differentiated from prickling pain and numbness 

resulting from paresthesias and dysesthesias caused by the entrapment of the 

peripheral nerve or the irritation of the nerve root, although superficial needle-lick 

prickling pain can occur in platysma and Palmaris longus. Intolerance to the lightest 

touch and hypersensitivity to pressure can take place in the area of referred pain 

when pain is referred from TrPs in several muscles to a large area or a naturally 

sensitive zone, such as the shoulders or the nipples [5].   

 

  1.6.2  Limited range of motion 

  In spite of being easily detected, limited range of motion is 

seldom the chief complaint. Limited range of motion and muscle stiffness are more 

severe in the morning when a person is getting up and recur during daytime when 

over-activity or immobility is prolonged as a result of the palpable bands being 

subject to abnormal tension [5]. 

 

 1.6.3  Weakness 

  A muscle adapts to a contraction below PPTs from its 

limitation in certain movements such as turning a doorknob or carrying things using 

only one arm [5]. 
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  1.6.4  Depression 

   Chronic pain is often cited to be a  major factor contributing 

to depression, which lowers PPTs, increases pain intensity, and hampers the effect of 

MPS treatment. Depression must be diagnosed and treated, or recovery will be 

difficult. Several clinical clues are important in the diagnosis, including such 

physiological symptoms as insomnia, anorexia and weight loss, impotence or 

decreased libido, or blurry vision, as well as psychological signs as a sad mood, 

thoughts of suicide or death, or delusions of guilt. Depression may also take the form 

of poor concentration and memory, inability to decide, speech problems, intolerance 

to suggestions, social aversion, decreased interest in favorite activities, poor 

performance on the job, or a lack of care for personal appearance and hygiene.  
   In order to avoid pain, MTrP patients with depression often 

restrict their movements and activities, finally discontinuing regular exercise. As a 

consequence, deconditioning increasingly occurs to untreated muscles. This increases 

higher MTrP tendency and lower responsiveness to treatment [5].  
 

  1.6.5  Anxiety  

  In addition to depression, chronic MPS can lead to anxiety. 

Though this is confirmed in most research on pain, what exactly is the neurobiology 

of the relationship between chronic MPS and anxiety is not yet known [61]. 

 

  1.6.6  Sleep disturbances 

  MPS can disturb sleep at various degrees depending on pain 

severity and depression level involved. Even though falling asleep may not be 

problematic, sleeping again in the night after awakening is difficult. This causes tired 

feeling in the morning [5].  
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  1.6.7  Decrease heart rate variability 

   MPS may be characterized by regional and referred pain 

associated with depression or anxiety resulting in lower heart rate variability (HRV). In 

chronic MPS and arthritis patients were found to exhibit lower parasympathetic 

activity and higher sympathetic activity.  

 

1.7  Diagnosis criteria 

  MPS diagnosis has been adapted from [45]. The criteria are as follows. 

    

1.7.1 Major Criteria 

1. Complaints of regional pain 

2. Palpability of taut bands in a muscle that is accessible 

3. Taut bands with exquisite tender spots 

4. Referred pain from tender spots leading to pain 

complaint or altered sensation 

5. Restricted range of motion 

 

1.7.2 Minor Criteria 

1. Recurrence of clinical pain complaint or altered 

sensation resulting from pressure on tender spots 

2. Local twitch response brought about by transverse 

snapping palpation of, or needle insertion into, taut bands 

3. Pain alleviation resulting from muscle stretching or 

tender spot injection 

    A patient will be diagnosed with MPS if all the major 

criteria and at least one of the three minor criteria are met.    
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 In this thesis, the clinical criteria have been adapted from [5]. The 

inclusion criteria will be an experience of spontaneous back pain for a period of over 

12 weeks with at least one TrP in the upper and/or lower back. TrPs will be 

diagnosed as the presence of focal tenderness with pain recognition [40]. 

 

2.  Current treatments of myofascial pain syndrome 

 2.1  Pharmacological treatment 
In pharmacological treatment, analgesics, deep sleep restoration medications, 

muscle relaxants, local anesthetics, or botulinum toxin are used [62]. For patients 

suffering from chronic musculoskeletal pain, antidepressants, neuroleptics, or non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are prescribed. It should be noted, 

nonetheless, that antidepressants, such as amitriptyline, imipramine, norimipramine, 

and nortriptyline, have major side effects because of their sedative and muscarinic 

anticholinergic properties including orthostatic hypotension, intraocular hypertension, 

and urinary retention. To avoid such adverse effects, antidepressants are prescribed 

for pain-relief purposes in much lower doses than for major depression treatment. A 

chosen dose ranges from 12.5 to 100 mg per day, depending on symptomatic 

response and considerations regarding adverse effects. In addition, a single dose 

before bedtime is often recommended.   

  In spite of their adverse effects, the medications listed above have 

been proven effective in treating both depression and other complaints. For 

example, amitriptyline was reported to alleviate depression [63]. Tricyclics were 

found to enhance sleep by increasing the duration of the non-REM sleep [64]. 
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2.2 Ibuprofen  

  Ibuprofen is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) helping to 

lower pain- and inflammation-causing hormones. Indicated for its analgesic effects, 

Ibuprofen is administered for treating a wide variety of purpose, ranging from the 

alleviation of illness and medical procedures causing mild to moderate pain (e.g. 

dysmenorrhea and dental operation). It is also prescribed for patients suffering from 

rheumatoid arthritis (e.g. ankylosing spondylitis and osteoarthritis), non- rheumatoid 

arthopathies, and non-articular rheumatic and periarticular conditions (e.g. capsulitis, 

bursitis, tendonlitis, and tenosynovitis).  

  2.2.1 Contraindications 

   2.2.1.1   Patients with a medical history of active peptic 

ulceration. 

   2.2.1.2   Patients with prior hypersensitivity reactions to 

Ibuprofen, aspirin or other type of NSAIDs. Such reaction include asthma, rhinitis or 

urticarial. 

   2.2.1.3   Patients with severe heart failure. 

 

  2.2.2 Methods and administration 

   Adults: The recommended daily dosage is 1,200-1,800 mg 

spread through the day, although this can vary from 600-1,200 mg per day for 

ordinary conditions to up to 2,400 mg per day for severe or acute conditions. Once 

the acute phase is under control, a high dosage should be discontinued.  

   Children: The recommended daily dosage is 20 mg/kg of body 

weight spread through the day. Although this dosage can be increased to up 40 
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mg/kg of body weight spread through the day for case of juvenile rheumatoid 

arthritis, it is not recommended for children weighing lower than 7 kg. 

   Elderly: There is no special dosage specification except for 

patients with impaired renal or hepatic function, in which case an effective yet safe 

dosage should be determined based on individual assessment. 

 

  2.2.3 Special warnings and precautions 

   Due to its likelihood of causing bronchospasm in those 

suffering from or with a previous history of bronchial asthma, Ibuprofen should be 

prescribed with caution in this group of patients. Caution is also advised for the 

administration of Ibuprofen in patients with a previous history of gastrointestinal 

disease and impaired renal, hepatic, or cardiac conditions due to the tendency of 

NSAIDs to lead to renal failure, in which case a minimal dosage and close monitoring 

are recommended. Finally, reported cases of oedema in patients with history of 

heart failure or hypertension prescribed Ibuprofen suggest that caution is required 

under this circumstance. 

  

  2.2.4  Side effects 
   Ibuprofen can result in gastrointestinal Hypersensitivity and 

Cardiovascular side effects. For gastrointestinal side effects, the medication can cause 

minor physical inconveniences, such as nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and dyspepsia, or 

more severe conditions such as abdominal pain, melaena, haematemesis, ulcerative 

stomatitis and gastrointestinal haemorrhage. As regards hypertensitivity, Ibuprofen 

can lead to various type of skin disorder, such as rashes, pruritus, urticaria, purpura, 

and angiothedema. Bullous dermatoses epidermal necrolysis, and erythema 
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multiform have also been reported but are less common. Severe cases of 

hypersensitivity resulting from the intake of Ibuprofen include non-specific allergic 

reaction, anaphylaxis, respiratory tract reactivity, including asthma and 

bronchospasm. For cardiovascular side effects, the administration of Ibuprofen, 

especially at a high dose of over 2,400 mg per day, can cause oedma, hypertension, 

and even cardiac failure. An increased risk of arterial thrombosis may develop in case 

of prolonged treatment. 

  2.2.5 Overdose   

   An overdose of Ibuprofen can cause minor unwell feelings 

such as nausea, vomiting, and dizziness. However, it may result in loss of 

consciousness, although this is rare. For the treatment of patients taking an overdose 

of this medication, gastric lavage is recommended. The administration of serum 

electrolytes or other correction measures is advised if necessary [65]. 

    

 2.2  Non-pharmacological treatment 

  Non-pharmacological approaches to the treatment of MPS include 

massage (traditional Thai massage, traditional Chinese massage, or Swedish massage), 

acupressure, ultrasound therapy, moist heat therapy, dry heat therapy, use of an ice 

pack, diathermy, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS), laser therapy, 

electroacupuncture, use of fluorimethane or ethyl chloride spray, stretching exercise, 

post-isometric exercise relaxation of TrPs, and dry needling [66, 67]. Most of these 

methods have been reported to produce immediate effects, especially use of spray, 

stretching exercise, post-isometric exercise relaxation of TrPs, and dry needling [68-

70]. 
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3. Traditional Thai massage 

 3.1 Evolution of massage 

  During a massage, different bodily parts are touched, rubbed, or 

kneaded to reduce pain or discomfort. This type of therapy has existed since the 

beginning of the human evolution. The first record of massage can be traced back to 

5,000 years ago when the Yellow Emperor Huang-Ti reigned China. In India around 

1800 B.C., massage 

was recommended to promote the healing of the body, the record of which 

appeared in the books of Ayuravej. Furthermore, the benefits and application of 

massage have been cited in countless references in other cultures, including the 

Bible, in which one method of treating illness is the laying of the hands.  

The popularity of massage around the world has unfortunately waned due to 

puritanical attitude. However, massage has recently gained in popularity again as a 

legitimate health care method due to an increase in interest in alternative medicine. 

For this reason, massage has been developed into various styles, including the 

Swedish style, the Japanese style, and the Thai style [71].  
 

3.2 Evolution of traditional Thai massage 

 Traditional Thai massage, it is believed, has expanded from India 

together with Buddhism and Indian culture. It is also speculated that Chinese 

influences have played a significant part in Thai culture, including our traditional 

massage, through the long commercial relationship between the two countries. As 

time goes by, traditional Thai massage has been refined and shaped into what it is 

today. The art of this type of massage is carried on by the teachings of Buddhist 
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temples and massage services provided across the nation with Wat Pho or the 

Temple of the Reclining Buddha being the most well-known massage school.  

 Like its development around the world, massage in Thailand has been 

through its ups and downs. Symbolically, massage can be linked to the Four Divine 

States of Mind, or more commonly known as the Promwihan Si, comprised of loving 

kindness, compassion, vicarious joy, and equanimity. These reflect how Thai medical 

services were given in the past, which is in sharp contrast with the provision of such 

services for commercial purposes at present. During that time, Buddhist temples also 

served as venues where treatment was provided to the rich and the poor alike. Their 

role in this regard has become less clear because of the beginning of government-

sponsored health care concentrating on Western medical approaches and costly 

prescriptions with harmful side effects.  

 To revive the role of traditional Thai massage, a group of physicians, 

pharmacists, and other health care professionals has established the Foundation for 

Village Doctors based in Bangkok. These great people have also set up the Thai 

Massage Revival Project, which has carried out various workshops in many provinces 

to induce interest in traditional Thai massage again. Furthermore, the Foundation 

hopes to regain the popularity of the massage among medical professionals through 

the establishment of formal training courses [72].  
 

3.3 Types of traditional Thai massage 

 Because of its long history, traditional Thai massage has been adapted 

into various types, including folk massage inherited from generation to generation 

and massage formally taught in schools. The latter can be further divided into 2 

types as follows.  
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  3.3.1 Popular-type traditional Thai massage 

   The Popular-type traditional Thai massage or also 

referred to as the Chaloeisak-type massage is given to laypeople. The massage 

involves the use of the hands and other organs to rub or knead body parts. This type 

of massage has recently become increasingly popular in the Thai society as well as 

among foreigners in Thailand.  

  3.3.2 Court-type traditional Thai massage 

   Also called the Raja Samnak massage, the Court-type 

traditional Thai massage was originally invented for kings, the royal family members, 

and high-ranking officials but has later been provided to laypersons. During a session, 

the therapists can only use their hands and fingers to massage the body and press 

on the points. The massage has to be gentle, i.e. very little force is involved in the 

process and the mobilization or manipulation of the joints and back will be 

minimized that affect the deep tissues. The objectives of this type of massage are to 

stimulate the blood circulation and revive the nervous system. During ancient times, 

the Court-type traditional Thai massage, as its name suggests, demanded the 

therapists be well-behaved, approaching their patients using their knees and being 

unable to bend over the patients or do any other acts deemed disrespectful.  

  In this study, the Court-type traditional Thai massage will be the focus 

since it involves a lower degree of risks than the Chaloeisak-type massage.  
 

 3.4 Court-type traditional Thai massage 

  The Court-type traditional Thai massage is an alternative treatment in 

which only the fingers and the hands are used to cure problem areas on the body 

with the objectives of healing and rehabilitating the patients. In addition to pressing 
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and kneading along specific massage lines and body points, therapists applying this 

type of massage will use their postures and body angles to control the extent and 

direction of pressure. To be able to do their tasks, Court-type traditional Thai 

massage therapists have to squeeze bee’s wax to increase the power of their finger 

press. Furthermore, they must also practice the Yok Kradan or Kad Samat Petch 

posture, sitting cross-legged on the floor for at least 60 seconds with the thighs 

remaining there and the whole body being lifted straight up.  

The Court-type traditional Thai massage involves special rituals to show polite 

manner and hence respect, such as wai, putting the palms together in a lotus-like 

shape at the chest level, before the treatment to apologize for the body touch 

involved. This artful massage also features the sensing of the pulses at the wrist to 

estimate the upper wind of the body and at the angle to assess the lower wind of 

the body. To ensure the safety of the massage, the therapist needs to evaluate and 

screen their patients before every treatment session using both traditional and 

modern techniques.  
 

3.4.1 Benefits of the Court-type traditional Thai massage 

  As a result of the Court-type traditional Thai massage, the 

blood circulation as well as the lymphatic and nervous systems will be stimulated. 

The muscles will also be relaxed with the diseases or abnormal conditions causing 

pain, strain, and fatigue being alleviated. In addition, the massage can be done to 

rehabilitate patients with diseases or abnormal conditions such as paralysis from 

stroke or frozen stiff shoulder or reduce back and leg pain experienced by pregnant 

or post-delivery women. The wide range of applications of the Court-type traditional 
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Thai massage has made it a popular health enhancement alternative among the 

public.  
 

3.4.2 Contraindications and precautions 

  The patients have to be screened, and treatment must not be 

given if a temperature of above 38.5 C, an acute infection, a blood pressure over 

160/100 mmHg, or the symptoms of palpitations, fainting, nausea, and vomiting are 

identified. Massaging near broken or cracked bones or healing bones, tumors, open 

wounds, wounds after surgery more recent than 1 month, deep vein thrombosis, 

implantations, or prostheses must be avoided. Pregnant women, the elderly, or 

patients with diabetes, osteoporosis, or loose or dislocated joints should be treated 

with extra precautions.  
 

3.4.3 Steps and techniques of basic massage 

  To ensure good outcomes, the steps and techniques of the 

Court-type traditional Thai massage must be strictly followed. The details are as 

follows.  

  3.4.4.1 Postures of the patients 

  The Court-type traditional Thai massage does not require the 

patients to remove their clothes. In addition, they should remain in one of the 

following postures while being treated.  

  a. Supine posture. The patients lie on their back with the 

arms placed along the side of the body or on the abdomen above the navel. A 

pillow is also put under their head.  
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  b. Side posture. While in this posture, the patients lie on 

their side, bending their knees. When lying on the left side, the patients stretch the 

left arm with the right knee bent and the right heel touching the left knee, and vice 

versa. Again, a pillow is placed under their head.  

  c. Sitting posture. This posture requires the patients to 

cross their legs, i.e. the Kad Samat posture, or hang their legs while sitting on a 

platform. A specific posture is decided based on the conditions of the patients or the 

venue settings.  

  3.4.4.2 Posture of the therapists 

  Taking the massage lines or points into consideration, the 

therapists will be in one of the following postures.  

  a. Sitting posture. To show their politeness and respect 

for the patients, the therapists sit on the floor tugging back their legs with the toes 

pointing to the patients’ legs. This posture is referred to as the Nang Pap Piep 

posture in Thai.  

  b. Kneeling posture. The therapists remain on their knees 

with the body straight up and the bottom away from the heels. This posture is called 

the Nang Kook Kao posture in Thai.  

   c. Hanuman presenting the ring posture. Hanuman is the 

word referring to a white money that is one of the main characters in the epic 

Ramayana. While in this posture, the therapists kneel down behind the patients with 

one keep on the floor and the other lifted, like in the Hanuman presenting the ring 

posture in Thai boxing.  
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  d. Four-faced Brahma posture. When in this posture, the 

therapists are behind or beside the patients with one knee remaining on the floor 

and the other lifted up. Depending on the point, the arm not used for massaging is 

used to hold the patients’ arm or support their head. This posture is referred to as 

the Prom Si Nha posture in Thai.  

  e. Standing posture. The standing posture can be further 

divided into 3 postures as follows.  

  i.   High-standing posture. In this posture, the therapists 

stand behind the patients. Their feet are about 20 cm from the position of the 

patients and the two feet are about a shoulder length apart.  

  ii.   Medium-standing posture. This posture is quite similar 

to the previous one except that one foot is placed behind the other. To maintain 

balance, the knee of the leg in front is bent.  

  iii.  Low-standing posture. This posture is almost the same 

as the medium-standing posture. However, the knee is bent to a greater extent with 

the heel of the leg at the back lifted from the floor.  

  3.4.4.3 Massage lines and points for basic massage 

  The basic massage lines and points are as follows.  

  a. The basic massage lines and points for the legs 

  b. The basic massage lines and points for the outer parts 

of the legs  

  c. The basic massage lines and points for the inner parts 

of the legs 

  d. The basic massage lines and points for the back 
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  e. The basic massage lines and points for the inner parts 

of the arms  

  f. The basic massage lines and points for the outer parts 

of the arms  

  g. The basic massage lines and points for the shoulder 

joints  

  h. The basic massage lines and points for the shoulder  

  i. The basic massage lines and points for the neck 

  j. The basic massage lines and points for the abdomen 

  3.4.4.4 Finger placement 

  Depending on the massage points, one or both thumbs are 

pressed side by side. The index, middle, ring, or little finger, or the palm is used to 

open the wind gate. The palm must be used carefully because it exerts more 

pressure than the other parts of the body such as the finger or the thumb and thus 

can cause injury.  
 

  3.4.4.5 Extent and direction of the force 

  The extent and direction of the force are determined by the 

therapists’ posture, standing or sitting location, and pressing. This is called angle, or 

Matra Ongsa in Thai. The therapists have to examine the patients’ the illness and 

periodically check their sensitivity to the massage and adjust the extent and direction 

of the force accordingly. The massage can be carried out using a light, medium, or 

hard force.  
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  3.4.4.6 Press duration 

  The press duration is determined depending on the massage 

points and the results expected.  

  a. Short duration. Each point is pressed for 10-15 seconds. 

This duration is usually for the basic massage.  

  b. Long duration. Each point is pressed for 30-45 seconds. 

This is usually done in massaging the signal points.  

  c. Retarded interval. Each point is pressed with the thumb 

starting with a gentle force before the force is gradually increased but not 

maximized.  

  d. Accentuated interval. Each point is pressed starting with 

a light force and then the extent and direction of the force are gradually increased to 

the desired level.  

  e. Steady interval. The pressing at the point is maintained 

until the desired extent and direction of the force is reached provided the maximum 

time allowed for that point.  
 

3.4.5 Effects of traditional Thai massage 

  Traditional Thai massage has the following beneficial effects. 

3.4.5.1 Promotion of the circulatory and blood flow 

  Massage helps superficial blood vessels to dilate and the 

blood flow to increase [30, 31]. It also promotes the release of histamine, thereby 

enhancing local vascular response. Moreover, massage can improve venous return 

and hence increase stroke volume. As a result, the performance of fatigued muscles 

is improved together with less spasm, an increased contraction force, and endurance. 
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These effects become greater and last longer leading to accelerated healing as the 

force is increased. Although more effective, forceful massage has to be done with 

great care since it can cause injury to the patients. The benefits of massage 

mentioned have been demonstrated in various experimental studies.  

  3.4.5.2 Blood enzyme concentration 

  Deep massage can inhibit diagnosis of the biochemical 

structures of enzymes since it causes damage to the muscles at a level that changes 

the concentrations of myoglobin, glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase, creatinine 

kinase, and lactate dehydrogenase [73].   

  3.4.5.4.3Muscles 

   Uncomfortable muscle spasm is both a result and a cause of 

pain. With massage, muscle spasm and hence discomfort are alleviated. Improved 

muscle functions take place as a result. Massage can also reduce post-exercise 

muscle soreness caused by the increased concentration of lactate in the cells. Some 

research has indicated massage as a more effective means to counter the negative 

consequences of exercise than rest or a conventional cool-down session [74]. 

  3.4.5.4 Pain 

  Despite further research needed to verify its physiological 

effects, massage has long been done to reduce pain. Several explanations for the 

mechanisms of massage have been proposed. For example, the gate control theory 

postulates that due to rubbing, the pain signals’ pathways to the brain are inhibited. 

Specifically, the spinal cord serves as the pathway for pain impulses to run to the 

brain, where pain is perceived. Thus, when a massage is being done, other impulses 

are sent along the same nerves, clogging the pathway and preventing pain impulses 
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from reaching the brain. As a result, painful sensations are blocked. In short, massage 

helps to close the gate through which pain travels to the place where it is felt: the 

brain [75]. 

  3.4.5.5 Relaxation 

  Massage alleviates the factors leading to painful sensations 

such as muscle tension, spasm, and stiffness. Tense muscles have poor blood 

circulation, and hence little oxygen is sent to the areas. These conditions can be 

relieved by massage as it helps to circulate the blood as well as deliver oxygen and 

other nutrients to the muscles which become fatigued [74]. 
 

4. Theory of Thai massage 

 The theory of Thai massage is based on the energy flow. It is believed that 

the diseases or discomfort are occurred from obstruction of the energy lines.  
 

4. 1 Background of Sen Sib 

  Sen Sib, the ten life energy lines, is the heart of Thai massage and 

basis of therapeutic Thai massage throughout the history of Thailand. The actual 

documentation of when and how Sen Sib originated has not been found. The 

documents were discovered during the period of King Rama II (1808-1824 AD) written 

by Phraya Wichayatibbodee, formal governor of Chantaboon Province; the inscription 

on marble plates at Wat Pho during King Rama III (1824-1851 AD); and the major 

ancient description of Sen Sib in the Royal Traditional Thai medicine text complied 

by command of King Rama V in 1870 [76]. 

 Thai massage, when applied properly, has an immense effect on Sen Sib 

which results in unblocking any obstruction of energy flow to provide balance to 
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body, mind and spirit. The ancient Thai applied pressure points massage according to 

Sen Sib to heal certain illnesses in combination with herbal medicine application. In 

the present time, some of these pressure point are being used in therapeutic 

massage to relieve common ailments [76]. 

 Eungpinichpong reported a remarkably high degree (70-80%) of 

correspondence between Sen Sib and MTrP associated with pain. It was 

hypothesized that Sen Sib originated from the experience of palpable MTrPs on the 

affected muscles of the body. The collection sites of these MTrPs were then plotted 

as lines or Sen Sib [77]. 
 

4.2 Characteristics of Sen Sib [77]. 

  4.2.1 There are ten major lines. “Sen” means line and “Sib” means 

ten. 

  4.2.2 The origination of all ten lines is lying underneath the 

abdominal surface around the navel approximately two fingers width deep. 

  4.2.3 Each line has different exit throughout the body accordingly. 

  4.2.4 The lines are invisible. They are not blood vessel, nerve fiber, 

nor ligament as many may think. They are invisibly connected to send sensation 

when pressing at the right pressure point to the corresponding directions. 

  4.2.5 There is “wind”, being the energy force, running through the 

line. If the line is obstructed, the wind can cause illness. Some lines have more than 

one wind, some have names for the winds, and others do not have names. However, 

lines with no wind names mentioned may not mean lack of wind. The ancient 
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people merely did not mention names on some, but still indicate symptoms when 

there is/are blockage(s) in the particular lines. 

  4.2.6 The lines have pressure point locations that affect the wind 

when pressing.  

 4.3 Sen Sib 

  The energy lines or sen in Thai are composed of lines that spread 

though the body as follows: 

4.3.1 Itta line: initiate from abdominal region (no specification) to 

pelvic symphysis. Down to anterior thigh and return to spinal line and run to left side 

of nose. 

4.3.2 Pinkhala line: initiate like Itta line but different side. Initiate 

from abdominal area to pelvic symphysis. Down to anterior thigh and return to right 

spinal line and run up to head and right side of nose. 

4.3.3 Sumana line: initiate from central region of abdominal. Run up 

to heart and beside larynx through the tongue. 

4.3.4 Kalthari line: comprised four branches. Two branches are 

through final rib and up to both scapulas, neck and occiput. Turn to posterior of 

both arms to wrist and branch out to five fingers. two  run down to both anterior 

tight and tibia. Stop at ankle and branch out to five toes. 

  4.3.5 Sahatsarangsi line (Left eye): initiate from left abdomen to 

thigh and run down to plantar side of foot. Run to toes and return up to left side. 

Run pass through left breast run up to beside neck and through inner maxilla and 

final at left eye. 
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  4.3.6 Thawari (Thawakala or Tawarachan) line (Right eye): initiate 

from right abdomen to thigh and run down to plantar side of foot. Run to toes and 

return up to right side. Run pass through right breast run up to beside neck and 

through inner maxilla and final at right eye. 

  4.3.7 Chantapusang (Urang, Pusumpawang or Sumpasaso) line (Left 

ear): initiate from abdomen to chest (left side) and terminated at left ear. 

  4.3.8 Turang (Sukumusama) line (Right ear): initiate from abdomen to 

chest (Right side) and terminated at right ear. 

  4.3.9 Sikini (Ratkinee or Sangkinee) line: initiate from abdomen and 

down to pelvic and sexual organ. 

  4.3.10 Sukhumang (Kangkung) line: initiate from abdomen and run 

down and turn around anus.  
 

5. Wilai massage stickTM [78]. 

 A Wilai massage stick is a device specially invented based on biomechanic 

principles for self-massage. This hand-held tool is particularly useful for patients who 

wish to massage areas where pain is most commonly felt, including the back, waist, 

neck, and hips, since it eases massage pressure, direction control, and pain spot 

search, as well as does not require stretching the hand to reach the affected muscle 

area. The idea behind the innovation is for patients to take care of themselves 

physiologically.  

  A Wilai massage stick is made from an aluminum tube with a 1-cm 

diameter shaped to curve at the top according to ergonomic principles. The tip of 

the stick is a circle massage button that is 1.2 inches in diameter. The stick is slightly 
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flexible and light with an aesthetic appearance. All this quality makes the Wilai 

massage stick an effective tool for self-massage.  

 5.1 Benefits of Wilai massage sticks 

  In principle, Wilai massage sticks have similar benefits in treating MPS 

to the currently popular traditional Thai massage, except for the fact that they can 

be used for self-massage in areas difficult to reach such as the back, waist, neck, and 

hips [78]. 

 

 5.2 Contraindications 

  5.2.1 Acute myositis 

  5.2.2 Infectious diseases, such as fever and dermatophytosis 

  5.2.3 Fractures and/or joint dislocation 

 

 5.3 Use instructions 

  5.3.1 Standing straight is the most appropriate posture, but sitting on 

a chair is also possible.  

  5.3.2 Before carrying out self-massage, consultation should be 

sought from a physiotherapist or a physician to ensure that the pain arise from 

muscles, not from other illnesses associated with contraindications, including acute 

myositis, infectious disease, fractures, and joint dislocation. 

  5.3.3  The procedures are similar to those for traditional Thai 

massage. The patient pushes the handle forward, identifying locations of pain by 

himself or pressing the Wilai massage stick along the massage lines [Figure 3-5]. 

With regards to this, the upper back is divided into the left side and the right side 

using the spinal cord as the point of reference. For each side, there are two massage 

lines. The first one is the width of a finger from the spinal cord, and the second the 
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width of two fingers from the spinal cord. Each line is further comprised of eight 

points. Massage starts from the first point along the massage line on the left side of 

the back. Each press should be forceful enough to result in dull or mild pain, 

maintained for five seconds, and then released. This is performed until all the eight 

points are massaged (finishing at the cervical spine C7) and then repeated three to 

five times. More than ten rounds of massage is not recommended since this can lead 

to myositis or cause the complaint to become more severe. In this case, the massage 

should be discontinued immediately and an ice pack should be used to press on the 

affected area for 10 minutes. Should the pain persists, it is suggested that the patient 

see a physiotherapist or a doctor.  

  5.3.4 How to hold the Wilai massage stick as well as the massage 

lines and points is exhibited in Figure 

 

 5.4 Post-massage stretching exercise  

  To enhance the effects of self-massage, stretching exercise should be 

done immediately after a massage session. In addition, light exercise such as brisk 

walks and jogging for 15-20 minutes is recommended [78]. 

 

  5.4.1 Stretching exercise after massage for the upper back pain 

   Stretching exercise 1: the waist: Stand with the feet around 

shoulder-length apart. Then put one hand on the waist and lift the other hand as 

high as possible. After that, incline to the side opposite the hand and maintain the 

posture for five seconds. Repeat the exercise for the other side of the waist and then 

repeated five times.  
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  5.4.2 Stretching exercise 2: the waist, shoulders, and hips. Stand 

with the feet around should-length apart. Next, lift the arm to the shoulder level and 

angle the elbows at approximately 90 C. Finally, twist the body to the left and then 

to the right with each posture maintained for five seconds and then repeated five 

times [78]. 

 5.5 Research of Wilai massage sticks 

  Effect of Thai self-massage using auto-massage stick WilaiTM on 

flexibility of back and hip muscles. Fifty voluntarily subjects (aged 20-22 years) who 

were university students of Khon Khan University. The finding indicated that auto-

massage stick WilaiTM could increase flexibility of the trunk [79].  

  Satisfaction of person who use auto-massage stick WilaiTM. This study 

is aimed to evaluate the satisfaction of person who used this type of massage stick. 

Forty-nine voluntarily subjects (aged 20-22 years) who were university students and 

had no history of illness participated in the study. All the subjects were informed and 

demonstrated how to use the self-massage. Consequently, they spent 30-60 minutes 

working on self-massage using device. After that, they were requested to fill in the 

questionnaire that asked about their satisfaction on the device. The results showed 

that most of the subjects (57-79%) were satisfaction on its convenience of utilization 

and keeping. The felt good after applying this type of self- massage [80]. 
 

6. Outcome measurement  

6.1 Primary measurement instrument 

6.1.1 Visual analog scale (VAS) 
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The VAS is an instrument for assessing pain severity. The scale 

is a 10-cm line labeled 0 (no pain) on the left side and 10 (worst pain) on the right 

sight. The patient marks the point on the line that most accurately reflects the pain 

he is experiencing. The VAS has high reliability (r = 0.99) and construct validity [81, 

82]. Additionally, it has been employed as a major outcome measurement in most 

research conducted on MTrPs employed the VAS [83].  

6.2 Secondary measurement instruments 

 6.2.1 Pressure pain thresholds 

  Pressure pain threshold (PTT) refer to points where patients 

starts to feel pain and the minimum pressure of force causing the pain. PTT are 

measure with a pressure algometer, a device with a scale of 0-11 kg/cm 2 

compressed on the most painful TrP [84, 85]. This approach to measuring pain was 

reported as a reliable technique and hence recommended in MPS research. 

Reliability of data obtained with the PTT is reported to high (ICC=0.94-0.97) [86].  
 

  6.2.2  Cervical range of motion (CROM) 

   Cervical range of motion (CROM) involves flexion, extension, 

lateral flexion, and rotation. Measurement of CROM is done using three CROM 

inclinometers: one in the sagittal plane for evaluating flexion-extension, another in 

the frontal plane for evaluating lateral flexion, and the last one in the horizontal 

plane for evaluating rotation. The inclinometers in the sagittal plane and the frontal 

plane have a gravity dependent needle, while the one in the horizontal plane has a 

magnetic needle. In the process of CROM measurement, the patient wears a 

magnetic neck brace and is asked to flex, extend, laterally flex, and rotate the neck 
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until reaching the end of motion range or experiencing pain. The results are recorded 

in the same way as PPTs and muscle hardness [87, 88]. It was reported that CROM 

measurement had high reliability [89, 90] and validity [91]. 
 

7. Research on massage tools 

 In [6], the effects of a home massage program involving ischemic pressure 

using a Thera cane followed by sustained stretching on patients with upper trapezius 

pain were examined. The subjects were divided into the intervention group and the 

control group. The former received instructions on self-massage and carried out the 

procedures at home, while the latter was instructed on active range of motion. The 

findings indicated that the home program was effective in lowering the 

hyperirritability of TrPs and reducing pain. Another study evaluated the effects of 

ischemic pressure using a Backnobber II on alleviating discomfort arising from MPS 

[43]. The results showed that the method could alleviate pain and TrPs.  

8. Research on traditional Thai massage 

 The effectiveness of traditional Thai massage versus Swedish massage in 

treating MTrPs was examined. A randomized controlled trial was conducted on 108 

patients. The intervention group and the control group received traditional Thai 

massage and Swedish massage, respectively. The treatments were administered six 

times over a period of three weeks, and a follow-up was done one month after the 

experiment. It was found that both types of treatment were effective in at week 3, 

and the results lasted until the follow-up [40]. 
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 Visarut found that the effects of traditional Thai massage on pain severity, 

PPTs, muscle hardness, and anxiety-related scapulocostal pain. Twenty subjects were 

randomized into the intervention group or the control group. The subjects in the 

intervention group received nine sessions of traditional Thai massage treatment, and 

those in the control group were administered nine sessions of physiotherapy 

(ultrasound and hot press), both for three weeks. The intervention group was found 

to fare significantly better than the control group in terms of pain severity, PPTs, 

muscle hardness, and anxiety-related scapululocostal syndrome pain after the first 

session and two weeks after the last session. The subjects in the control group also 

reported improvements in all measures except PPTs. [92]. 

 In [93], the immediate effects of traditional Thai massage versus manipulative 

on substance P and the perception of lower back pain patients for unknown causes. 

Sixty-seven adults suffering from low back pain were randomized into the massage 

treatment group (N = 35) and the control group (N = 32). Each session lasted 10 

minutes. Before and five minutes after each treatment, the level of substance P in 

the saliva and pain severity on the VAS were measured. Although both types of 

treatment reduced the level of substance P in the saliva and pain severity on the 

VAS, traditional Thai massage was found to be a slightly better alternative.  

 Another study was conducted to compare the immediate effects of 

traditional Thai massage and physiotherapy on the electroencephalogram, anxiety, 

and pain of patients with scapulucostal syndrome.  Forty patients were randomized 

into the intervention group (traditional Thai massage) or the control group 

(physiotherapy: ultrasound and hot press). The patients in the intervention group 
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exhibited better conditions of the nervous system, lower anxiety, and reduced pain 

[42]. 

 The last study evaluated the immediate effects of traditional Thai massage 

versus rest on HRV, anxiety, muscle hardness, VAS scores, PPTs, and flexibility in 

patients with MPS. Thirty-six patients were randomized into the control group or the 

treatment group. The massage treatment was found to correlate significantly with the 

increase in HRV, PPTs, and flexibility, as well as the decrease in pain severity, anxiety, 

and muscle hardness [41]. 

 



 

 

CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

1. Research design and venue 

 The study was conducted a randomized clinical trial to was carried out at Lat 

Lum Keaw Hospital Pathum Thani Province, Thailand.  

2. Target population 

 The target population were recruited the outpatients at Lat Lum Keaw  

Hospital diagnosed with upper back pain caused by myofascial trigger points (MTrPs). 

Participants or patients for inclusion criteria were diagnosed, physical examination, 

and all of woman age 18-55 receive pregnancy test by Physical medicine.  

3. Inclusion criteria  

 The patients were included in the research was those who:  

 3.1 Are male or female aged 18 – 60 years. 

 3.2 Have experienced upper back pain (VAS ≥3) longer than 12 weeks and 

at least one trigger point in the rhomboid and trapezius muscle. Are diagnosed with 

and have the following physical signs: spot tenderness in the taut bands and with 

recognition [40]. 

 3.3 Have stopped painkillers and/or anti-inflammatory drugs for two days 

before the start of the experiment.  

 3.4 contraindications to NSAIDs: active peptic ulcer, history of 

gastrointestinal hemorrhage, history of asthma or allergy to NSAIDs. 
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4. Exclusion criteria 

 The patients were excluded from the research was those who:  

 4.1 Have had a history of spinal cord injury or operation.  

 4.2 Have had a history of inflammatory degenerative joints, such as gout 

or rheumatism. 

 4.3 Have had a history cervical radiculopathy.  

 4.4 Have an infectious disease, such as tuberculosis.  

 4.5 Have cardiovascular disease.  

 4.6 Have acute myositis.  

 4.7 Are pregnant.   
 

5. Sample size 

 The sample size was calculated using pain intensity of visual analog scale in 

pilot study  comparing the effectiveness of self-massage using a Wilai massage stickTM  

and Ibuprofen in relieving upper back pain caused by MTrP. In the pilot research, 10 

subjects were divided into the intervention group and the control group, each 

consisting of five subjects. The average mean of post-test pain intensity (VAS) in the 

Wilai massage stickTM  group was 2.80 with standard deviation of 1.92 and the average 

mean of post-test pain intensity (VAS) in the Ibuprofen group was 4.20 with standard 

deviation of 1.64. A pooled variance estimate (σ2) of 1.78 was used to calculate the 

sample size. The effect size was 1.96 (which was considered as the lowest level of 

change to accept clinical significance) The significant level of lower than 0.05 

(Zα/2(0.025) =1.96 and a power of test at 80% (Zβ(0.2) =0.84) are shown below [94].  
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α = 0.05 (type 1 error probability) 

 β    = 0.02 (type 2 error probability) 

 Zα/2  = 1.96 (the value of standard normal distribution cutting of probability 

α/2 at each tail 

 Zβ = 0.84 ((the value of standard normal distribution cutting of 

probability β in the upper tail) power of the test is 80% 

 X1 = average mean of VAS score in the study group 

 X2 = average mean of VAS score in the compare group 

 

  n/ group = 2(1.78)2 (1.96 + 0.84)2 

                (-1.4)2 

  n/ group = 25.36 

  n/ group = 30 (20% drop out) 

 
Therefore, a total of 60 persons were chosen in the study. 
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6. Overview of study design 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           
           
           
  
 
 
 
 
 

Assess for eligibility 

Signing inform consent 

Baseline : (Pre-test)1st  at baseline, and 2nd immediately after the first treatment session on day 1. 
 

- Visual analog scale (pain intensity)  
- Pressure pain threshold (pressure algometry) 
- Muscle hardness  
- Cervical range of Motion (CROM) 

Randomize 

A Wilai massage stick Ibuprofen 
 

Post-test 3rd  : After the first treatment session on day 1. 
 

- Visual analog scale (pain intensity)  
- Pressure pain threshold (pressure algometry) 
- Muscle hardness  
- Cervical range of Motion (CROM) 

Receive the 1st  of using a self-Thai massage Wilai 
stickTM and stretch exercise (12 min) 

  

Receive the 1st  of  Ibuprofen 400 mg.  
3 times/day and stretch exercise 2 minutes 
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Figure 2 Overview of study design 
    
7. Randomization 

 Each participants were randomly assigned to one of the treatment arms   

achieve approximate balance of importance characteristics. The  groups  were  

assigned  using a  pre-generated  random  assignment  scheme  enclosed  in 

envelopes. 

8. Treatments 

 Before receiving the first treatment, they were given verbal and written 

information about recommended home care program which consist of using a Wilai 

massage stickTM for treatment group, took medicine for control group and stretching 

exercise both groups. 

 

Data analysis 

 Post-test 4th :  5 days after completing the last treatment. 
 

- Visual analog scale (pain intensity)  
- Pressure pain threshold (pressure algometry) 
- Muscle hardness  
- Cervical range of Motion (CROM) 
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 8.1 Intervention group 

  The subjects were informed of the objective of the research and 

provided with instructions regarding self-care during the experimental period. After 

that, the subjects were asked to sign a consent form. They were trained by  applied 

Thai traditional medicine who one researcher assistant be permitted from expert, 

about 30-60 minutes for skill and how to carry out self-massage, including the 

procedures, force, massage lines and points, and stretching stop two day before 

receiving the first treatment. Finally, a massage manual and a Wilai stick massage 

are given to each subject, who were then do a ten-minute self-massage followed by 

two-minutes stretching every day for a period of  5 days.  

  8.1.1 Wilai massage stick 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
   
 
   Figure 3 Wilai massage stickTM 
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The using of a Wilai massage stick for self-massage was as follows.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 4 The use of a Wilai massage stick 
 

 The patient pushes the handle forward and identifies locations of pain by 
himself. 
 
Using the Wilai massage stickTM 

 The upper back was divided into the left side and the right side using the 

spinal cord as the point of reference. For each side, there were two massage lines. 

The first one was the width of a finger from the spinal cord, and the second the 

width of two fingers from the spinous processes. Each line was further comprised of 

eight points.  
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       Figure 5 Using in back and the massage line of TTM [78]. 
 

 Massage was done in a sitting or standing posture, starting from the first point 

along the massage line on the left side of the back lower trapezius region (T12). Each 

press should be forceful enough to cause dull or mild pain, maintained for five 

seconds, and then released. This was performed until each points are massaged 

(finishing at the cervical spine C7) and then repeated five rounds for each line. The 

procedures were continued for all the side opposite massage lines.    

  8.1.2 Stretching exercise after massage 

   Stretching exercise 1: the waist: Stand with the feet around 

shoulder-length apart. Then put one hand on the waist and lift the other hand as 

high as possible. After that, incline to the side opposite the hand and maintain the  

posture for five seconds. Repeat the exercise for the other side of the waist and 

repeated five times.  
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Figure 6  Stretching exercise 1 

     
   Stretching exercise 2: the waist, shoulders, and hips. Stand 

with the feet around should-length apart. Next, lift the arm to the shoulder level and 

angle the elbows at approximately 90 C. Finally, twist the body to the left and then 

to the right with each posture maintained for five seconds and then repeated five 

times.  

   
 
 
 
 
 

             
    

 
 

Figure 7  Stretching exercise 2 
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8.2 Control group 

  The patients in the control group were received instructions on self-

care as usual during participated in this study. A patient was instructed and practiced 

stretching about 10 minutes for 2 positions for skill exercise (figure 6-7), and how to 

took 400 mg ibuprofen tablets. Finally, a drug and stretching exercise manual were 

given to each patient, and they were took 400 mg. Ibuprofen tablets three times a 

day and 2 minutes stretching exercise every day for 5 days.  

  The patients who had history of peptic ulcer or problems of NSAIDs- 

induced dyspepsia were received antacid by Medical doctor. 
 

 8.3 Discontinuation criteria 

  8.3.1 The patients are any serious complication such as 

gastrointestinal hemorrhage. 

  8.3.2 The patients decide to withdraw from the study. 

  8.3.3  The patient does not comply with research activities. 

  8.3.4 According to MD’s opinion that person should discontinue  

  8.3.5 Pain aggravate after taking Ibuprofen or using a Wilai massage 

stickTM  
 

 8.4 Co-intervention 

  All of the patients were asked to receive no other adjuvant therapy 

during the study except oral acetaminophen (up to 2 g/daily). They were asked to 

stop acetaminophen 48 hour before next follow-up. The total number of pills leave 

was recorded. All of the patients were recorded if they are additional treatment. 
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 8.5 Contamination 

  Regarding the problem of contamination, the researcher was arrange 

an appointment to make sure that the participants in each group did not meet the 

other group in order to avoid instruction of treatment  from the study group to the 

compare group. 

 8.6 Compliance 

  Before asking for informed consent, the patients are carefully select to 

reduce the risk of non-compliance. The patients were asked whether they can come 

to hospital regularly or not. For each patients, the detail of actual therapy he/she 

was recorded.  

 The research use a checklist form for monitoring the patient compliance a 

Wilai massage stickTM  or taking ibuprofen. 

 Contraindication of a  Wilai massage stickTM  have acute myolitis, fever, 

dermatophytosis and joint dislocation. The patients were asked using only upper 

back pain and only one per day. 
 

 

9. Outcome measurements 
 

 After being provided with the details of the study and signing the consent 

form, the subjects meeting the inclusion criteria were inquired about their age, 

occupation, and health history. Before the experiment, the primary and secondary 

variables were measured by a physiotherapist with nine years of experience.   
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The intra-tester reliability of outcome measures was performed prior to data 

collection to confirm the similarity of the examiner’s verbal command when 

assessed each outcome measures. This reliability measure was done with 10 patients 

with upper back pain to measure the VAS, the range of motion (in flexion, extension, 

left and right lateral flexion), tissue hardness and pressure pain threshold. The VAS 

was tested three times on different days but other variable were evaluated three 

times within 3 minutes. All outcome measures were analyzed using the degree of 

correlation (Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) of a two-way mixed effect model).  

The variables were measured again after the experiment by the same 

physiotherapist. It should be noted that the physiotherapist was not know the group 

to which each subject belongs.  The participants were asked did not tell to the 

evaluator in order to conceal in each group. All outcome measures were assessed at 

baseline, and immediately after the first treatment session on day 1 (immediate 

effect), 1 day after the last treatment session (short term effect), 5 days after the last 

treatment session.  
 

 9.1 Primary variables 

  9.1.1 Pain on the visual analog scale 

   The visual analog scale (VAS) was an instrument pain. It is a 

straight 10-cm line on the left of with is 0 (no pain) and on the right of which was 10 

(most severe pain ever). The patient being assessed crosses the line at the point best 

reflecting the level of pain experienced. The VAS was highly reliable and easy to 

administer. Reliability of data obtained with the VAS was reported to be high (r=0.97-

0.99) and with high construct validity [81]. 
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9.2 Secondary variables 

  9.2.1 Pressure pain thresholds 

   Pressure pain thresholds (PPT) were measure using an 

algometer that had a pressure tip the diameter of which was 1 cm. Pressure was 

exerted vertically at a constant speed (1 kg/sec) on a TrP of the upper back. Then 

the TrP and the force, weight, and onset of pain for that TrP were recorded in a 

numerical form. This was done three times (30 sec apart), and the results were 

averaged for statistical analysis. During the process, the patient can control the 

patient switch to stop the assessor. Reliability of data obtained with the PTT was 

reported to be high (ICC=0.94-0.97 [86].  

 
 
    
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Figure 8 Algometer    
 
  9.2.2 Muscle hardness 
 
   Muscle hardness measurement was done to determine the 

hardness of muscles in a numerical form using a tissue hardness meter. Pressure was 

exerted three times (30 sec apart), and the force and weight were recorded and 
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averaged for statistical analysis. For safety reasons, the patient can control the 

patient switch to stop the assessor.  

 
   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9 Tissue Hardness Meter 
   

9.2.3 Cervical range of Motion 

   Cervical range of motion (CROM) involves flexion, extension, 

lateral flexion and rotation. Measurement of CROM was done using three CROM 

inclinometers: one in the sagittal plane for evaluating flexion- extension, another in 

the frontal plane for evaluating lateral flexion, and the last one in the horizontal 

plane have a gravity dependent needle. In the process of CROM measurement, the 

patient wears a magnetic neck brace and was asked to flex, extend, laterally flex, 

and rotate the neck until reaching the end of motion range or experiencing pain. The 

results are recorded in the same way as PTT and muscle hardness.  Reliability of data 

obtain with the CROM goniometer was reported to be high (ICC=0.75-0.99) [84] with 

high validity [91]. 
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Figure 10 Goniometer 
 

10. Research instruments 
 

 10.1 Wilai massage stick 

 10.2 Pictures exhibiting the massage lines and points, massage methods, 

and stretching exercise 

 10.3 Visual analog scale (VAS) 

 10.4 CROM measurement 

 10.5 Tissue hardness measurement 

 10.6  Manual of Wilai massage stickTM 

 

11. Data collection 

 After the eligible patients signed consent form, Demographic data and 

physical examination by the physical to as well as assessment baseline data for pain 

(VAS), pressure pain thresholds (PPT), muscle hardness and cervical range of motion 

(CROM). All outcome measures were assessed at baseline, and immediately after the 
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first treatment session on day 1 (immediate effect), 1 day after the last treatment 

session (short term effect), 5 days after the last treatment session. 
 

12. Statistical analysis 

 Demographic data was presented as mean +/- standard deviation (S.D.) and 

percentage. The mean and S.D. for each variable was calculated. In addition, a 

unpaired t-test was performed to the outcomes between the pre-test and post-test 

as well as the intervention group and the control group, and repeated measure 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was assessed difference in all assessment within each 

group and between groups. Because randomization does not guarantee similar 

characteristics between the two groups at baseline, an analysis of covariance 

(ANCOVA) was carried out to account for baseline differences, using the pre-test as a 

covariate variable. This was also conducted to estimate the adjusted mean 

differences between the intervention group and the control group at 95% confidence 

intervals. All the analysis was done on the basis of intention-to-treat.  

 



 

 

CHAPTER IV 
 

RESULTS 

 

1. Reliability of the outcome measures 

 The reliability of each outcome measures was conducted before the study 

using 10 upper back pain patients to measure the pain intensity (VAS), pressure pain 

threshold (PPT), Tissue hardness, and cervical range of motion (CROM). All outcome 

measures were evaluated for 3 times with the rest intervals of 3 minutes between 

each test. From the analysis, the intra-class Correlation Coefficient (ICC) of all 

outcome measures revealed a high degree of correlation (ICC>0.9) Table 1. 

Table 1 The intra-class Correlation Coefficient (ICC) of each outcome measures 
 

Outcome measure ICC 95% CI p-value 
Pain intensity (VAS) (cm) 0.97 0.882 to 0.994 <0.001 
Pressure pain threshold (PPT) 
(kg/cm2) 

0.92 0.718 to 0.981 <0.001 

Tissue hardness (%) 0.99 0.997 to 0.999 <0.001 
Cervical range of motion 
(CROM) (degree) 
     Flexion 

 
0.99 

 
0.998 to 0.999 

 
<0.001 

     Extension 0.99 0.989 to 0.999 <0.001 
     Left Lateral Flexion 0.97 0.917 to 0.995 <0.001 
     Right Lateral Flexion 0.99 0.995 to 0.999 <0.001 

 

2. Randomization  

 A total of 79 subjects responded to the recruitment advertisements and were 

screened for eligibility. Of these participants, 60 participants met the inclusion criteria 
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and signed the consent forms. The random assignment for group allocation by 

drawing the labels was managed by a researcher in this study. Thirty participants 

were randomly allocated to receive TTMW and the other thirty participants received 

Ibuprofen. A detail summary of patients from the study was summarized in figure 11. 

3. Demographic data and baseline clinical characteristics 

 Details of demographic data and health status were shown in Table 2. The 

average age of TTMW were 42.85 ±10.06 and 41.67±11.72 years, respectively, 83.3% 

of the participants occupied jobs involving only light physical work. Most of 

demographic data were equally balanced between two groups. Clinical 

characteristics of patient upper back pain associated with MTrPs were shows in table 

2. No significant differences were found between the groups on any of these 

measures.  

 Table 3 shows baseline values of individual outcome measures. Most 

baseline characteristics were equally balanced between the two groups except for 

the cervical range of motion in flexion, extension and right lateral flexion direction. 

The baseline values of cervical flexion, extension and right lateral flexion were 

slightly different between the two groups. 
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Figure 11 Participants flow chart 
 

 

 
  

Excluded (n=19) 
Not met the inclusion criteria  

Randomized 
(n=60) 

 

A wilai massage stickTM 
and stretching exercise (n=30) 

Ibuprofen and stretching exercise 
(n=30) 

 

Receive treatment (n=30) Receive treatment (n=30) 

Complete treatment (n=30) Complete treatment (n=30) 

Analyzed (n=30) Analyzed (n=30) 

Assessed for Eligibility (n= 79) 
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Table 2 Demographic data  
Characteristics TTMW (n=30) Control 

(n=30) 
p-value 

Age (years) 42.85±10.06 41.67±11.72 0.681c 

Gender; n of female 18 (60) 22 (73.3) 0.227a 

Weight (kg) 59.73±14.77 62.46±11.37 0.425c 

Height (cm) 159.79±7.90 159.30±7.44 0.947c 

Body mass index (n) 
     <18.5 
     18.5 to 22.9 
     23 to 24.9 
     25 to 29.9 
     >30 

 
3 (10.0) 
15 (50.) 
6 (20.0) 
4 (13.3) 
2 (6.6) 

 
2 (6.6) 

14 (46.6) 
7 (23.3) 
6 (20.0) 
1 (3.3) 

0.425c 

Occupational by work load; n (%) 
     Heavy work 
     Lighter work 

 
5 (16.7) 
25 (83.3) 

 
6 (20.0) 
24 (80.0) 

0.958b 

Marital Status; (%) 
     Single 
     Married 
     Widow/Divorced/Separated 

 
11 (36.7) 
15 (50.0) 
4 (13.3) 

 
9 (30.0) 
16 (53.3) 
5 (16.7) 

0.563b 

Drinking alcohol 
     Non drinker 
     Drink (Rarely or Regularly 

 
23 (76.7) 
7 (23.3) 

 
25 (83.3) 
5 (16.7) 

0.522b 

Note: TTMW = Wilai massage stickTM , Control group = Ibuprofen a = Chi-square test, b = 
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, c= unpaired t test 
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Working Status 
The most used posture during work; n (%) 
     Sitting 
     Standing 
     Walking 
     Bending 
     Combination (more than 2) 

 
 

8 (26.7) 
1 (3.3) 
2 (6.7) 
3 (10.0) 
16 (53.3) 

 
 

5 (16.7) 
2 (6.7) 
2 (6.7) 
3 (10.0) 
18 (60.0) 

 
0.505b 

Exercise; n (%) 
     Non 
     1-3 times a week 
     More than 3 times a week  

 
13 (80.0) 
16 (16.7) 
1 (3.3) 

 
15 (50.0) 
11 (36.7) 
4 (13.3) 

0.954b 

Stop working a few days during work, n (%) 5 (16.7) 3 (10.0) 0.456b 

During of upper back pain episode (months) 25 (83.3) 24 (80.0) 0.444b 

During of the last episode of upper back pain: 
week  

5 (16.7) 6 (20.0) 0.597b 

Previous Treatments 
Previous treatments (2 month before entering 
the study) of upper back pain; n (%) 
     None 
     Drug 
    Medical doctor from clinic or hospital 
    Therapist 
     Massage 
     Other treatment (e.g., hot pack, exercise) 

 
 
 

17 (56.7) 
2 (6.7) 
3 (10.0) 

- 
8 (26.7) 

 
 
 

16 (53.3) 
4 (13.3) 
2 (6.7) 
1 (3.3) 
6 (20.0) 

0.893b 

Note: TTMW = Wilai massage stickTM , Control group = Ibuprofen, a = Chi-square test, b = 
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, c= unpaired t test 

 
Table 3 Baseline of clinical outcome measures 

Outcome measures TTMW (n=30) Control(n=30) p-value 

Pain intensity (VAS) 5.43 ± 1.45 5.20 ± 1.51 0.546 
Pressure pain threshold (PPT) 1.96 ± 0.58 1.77 ± 0.52 0.186 
Tissue hardness 47.74 ± 6.78 46.09 ± 6.36 0.337 
Cervical range of motion (CROM) 
     Flexion 

 
53.61 ± 9.60 

 
50.44 ± 11.92 

 
0.260 

     Extension 56.24 ± 9.54 52.77 ± 10.61 0.189 
     Left Lateral Flexion 41.16 ± 8.69 39.58 ± 5.81 0.421 
     Right Lateral Flexion 39.35 ± 7.07 36.21 ± 6.85  0.087 
TTMW= Wilai massage stickTM , Control group= Ibuprofen 
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4. Immediate effects of a Wilai massage stickTM Versus Ibuprofen 
 

 4.1Pain intensity (Visual analogue scale (VAS))  

  Table4 show that immediately after receiving TTMW, the pain intensity 

was significantly decreased from the baseline value. The VAS of patients in the 

TTMW group reduced from 5.43±1.45 to 4.10±1.44 after the first treatment. The 

difference between baseline and after the first treatment was 1.33 (95%CI 1.00 to 

1.66). For the control group, the pain intensity reduced from 5.20±1.51 to 4.93±1.48 

after the first treatment. The difference between baseline and after the first 

treatment was 0.26 (95% CI 0.49 t0 0.48). 

 However, when comparing the two groups, it was found that after adjustment 

for the baseline levels, the pain intensity, for the TTMW group (4.10) was lower than 

that for the control group (4.93). The difference between both groups was -1.03 (95% 

CI -1.41 to -0.65) (Table 5). 
 

 4.2 Pressure pain threshold (PPT) 

  Table 4 show that immediately after receiving TTMW, the PPT was 

significant increased from the baseline values. The PPT of patients in the TTMW 

group at baseline was 1.96±0.58 and this was increased to 2.72±0.57 after the first 

treatment. The differences baseline and after the first treatment was 0.75  (95% CI -

0.92 to -0.59). In contrast, no statistically significant difference was found in the 

control group. Additionally, when comparing the two groups, patients who received 

WMS demonstrated significantly greater improvement in the PPT compared with 

patients in control group. The importance of the improvement in the TTMW group 
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over the control group was considerable, resulting in the mean difference between 

both groups of 0.80 (95% CI 0.63-0.97) (Table 5). 

 4.3 Tissue hardness 

  The tissue hardness was significantly decreased from the baseline 

values after receiving TTMW. The tissue hardness of patients in the TTMW group at 

the baseline was 47.74±6.78 to 44.74±6.95 after treatment. The difference between 

baseline and after treatment was 3.14 (95% CI 2.16 to 4.13) whereas no significantly 

difference was found in the control group (Table 4). In addition, when comparing the 

two groups, it was found that, after adjustment for baseline levels, the tissue 

hardness for the TTMW group was greater than that for the control group (Table 5). 

4.4 Cervical range of motion (CROM)  

  All direction CROM, including flexion, extension, left lateral flexion, 

and right lateral flexion, were significantly increased in the TTMW group from the 

baseline values whereas statistically significant differences were found in the control 

group (Table 4). Comparison between groups showed that these parameters in the 

WMS group show significantly greater improvement than those in the control group 

(Table 5) 

5. Short-term effects of a Wilai massage stickTM versus Ibuprofen (1 day) 
 

 5.1 Visual analog scale (VAS) pain intensity  

Table 4 shows that 1 day after the last treatment session, the pain 

intensity was significantly decreased from the baseline values. The pain intensity of 
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patients in WMS group at baseline was 5.43±1.45 and this was decreased 2.80±1.08 

at 1 day after the last treatment session. The difference between baseline and at 1 

day after the last treatment session was 2.63 (95% CI 2.26 to 3.00). For the Ibuprofen 

group, 1 day after last treatment session, the pain intensity was significantly 

decreased from the baseline values. The pain intensity in the control group at 

baseline was 5.20±0.27 and this was decreased to 3.43±0.21 at 1 day the last 

treatment session was 1.76 (95% CI 1.31 to 2.21) Table 4) However, when comparing 

between the two groups, it was found that, after adjustment for baseline levels, the 

pain intensity at 1 day after treatment session, for the TTMW group (2.80) was lower 

than for the control group (3.43). The difference between both groups was -0.75 

(95% CI -1.18 to -0.32) (Table 5) 

5.2 Pressure pain threshold (PPT) 

  At 1 day of treatment, the PPT of patients in both groups increased 

from the baseline values. The PPT of patients in the WMS group at baseline 

1.96±0.58 and this was increased to 3.25±0.57 at 1 day after the last treatment 

session. The difference between baseline and at 1 day after the last treatment 

session was -1.28 (95% CI -1.50 to -1.07). For the control group, the PPT of patients at 

baseline was1.77±0.52 and this was increased to 2.07±0.46 at 1 day after the last 

treatment session. The difference between baseline and at 1 day after the last 

treatment session was -0.29 (95% CI -0.35 to -0.23) Table 4) However, when 

comparing between the two groups, it was found that, after adjustment for baseline 

levels, the PPT at 1 day after the last treatment session, for the WMS group (3.25) 

was lower than that for the control group (2.07). The difference between both groups 

was 1.05 (95% CI 0.85 to 1.25) (Table 5) 
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 5.3 Tissue hardness 

        The tissue hardness was significantly decreased from the baseline 

values after receiving the TTMW and control group. The tissue hardness of patients in 

the TTMW group at baseline was 47.47±6.78 and this decreased to 42.18±1.31 at 1 

day after the last treatment session. The difference between baseline and at 1 day 

after the last session was 5.55 (95% CI 4.29 to 6.82). For the control group, the tissue 

hardness of patients at baseline was 46.09±6.36 and this was decreased to 

45.42±6.59 at 1 day after the last treatment session. The difference between 

baseline and at 1 day after the last treatment session was 0.66 (0.30 to 1.03) Table 

4). However, when comparing between the two groups, it was found that, after 

adjustment for baseline levels, the tissue hardness at 1 day after the last treatment 

session, for the TTMW (42.18) was lower than that for the control group (45.42). The 

difference between both groups was -4.85 (95% CI -6.16 to -3.54) (Table 4) 

 5.4 Cervical range of motion (CROM) 

  After 1 day of TTMW, Cervical flexion, extension, left lateral flexion, 

and right lateral flexion were significantly increased in TTMW group from the baseline 

values whereas no significantly difference was found in the control group (Table 4). A 

comparison of the adjusted post-test values for these parameters between the two 

groups indicated a significantly greater improvement in these parameters for the 

TTMW group compare the control group (Table 5). 

6. Short-term effects of a Wilai massage stickTM versus Ibuprofen (5 day) 

 6.1 Visual analog scale (VAS) pain intensity  
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  At 5 day after the last treatment period, the pain intensity was 

significantly reduced in both TTMW and control groups (Table4). The pain intensity in 

the TTMW group, however, showed significantly greater improvement than the 

control group (Table 5). 

 6.2 Pressure pain threshold (PPT) 

  A 5 day after the last treatment of TTMW, there was significantly 

improvement in PPT compare to baseline values whereas no statistically significantly 

difference was found in the control group (Table 5). In addition, when comparing the 

two groups, it was found that, after adjustment for baseline levels, the PPT at this 

assessment time point for the WMS group was greater than that for the control group 

(Table 5). 
 

6.3 Tissue hardness 

  At 5 days the last treatment session of TTMW, there was significantly 

decreased in tissue hardness compared to baseline values whereas no statistically 

significantly difference was found in the control group (Table 4). In addition, when 

comparing the two groups, it was found that, after adjustment for baseline levels, 

the tissue hardness adjustment for baseline levels, the tissue hardness at this 

assessment time point for the TTMW group was greater than that for the control 

group (Table 5). 

 6.4 Cervical range of motion (CROM) 

  At 5 days the last treatment, Cervical flexion, extension, left lateral 

and right lateral flexion were significantly increased in WMS group from the baseline 
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value whereas no statistically significantly difference were found in the control group 

(Table   4). A comparison of the adjustment for baseline levels for these parameters 

between the two groups indicated a significantly greater improvement in these 

parameters for the TTMW group compare with the control group (Table 5). 

Table 4 Patient-rated outcome repeated measure at all assessment time points 
during the baseline, Immediate, Short-term 1 day, and Short-term 5 day after final 
treatment (Repeated Measures ANOVA) (Mean ± SD) 

Outcome Group Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 p-value 
Visual analog scale (VAS) 
 

TTMW 
Control  

5.43 ± 1.45 
5.20 ± 1.51 

4.10 ± 1.44 
4.93 ± 1.48 

2.80 ± 1.06 
3.43 ± 1.16 

.08 ± 0.58 
1.87 ± 1.30 

<0.001 
<0.001 

Pressure pain threshold 
(PPT) 

TTMW 
Control 

1.96 ± 0.58 
1.77 ± 0.52 

2.72 ± 0.57 
1.75 ± 0.56 

3.25 ± 0.57 
2.07 ± 0.46 

3.96 ± 0.61 
2.51 ± 0.49 

<0.001 
<0.001 

Tissue hardness: 
 

TTMW 
Control 

47.74 ± 6.78 
46.09 ± 6.36 

44.59 ± 6.94 
46.05 ± 6.36 

42.18 ± 7.18 
45.42 ± 6.59 

38.13 ± 7.67 
44.51 ± 6.58 

<0.001 
<0.001 

Flexion (CROM) 
 

TTMW 
Control 

53.61 ± 9.60 
50.44 ±11.92 

56.26 ± 9.56 
50.62±11.90 

58.74±10.12 
52.75 ±11.91 

62.24 ± 8.72 
54.75±11.97 

<0.001 
<0.001 

Extension (CROM): 
 

TTMW 
Control 

56.24 ± 9.54 
52.77 ±10.61 

59.70 ± 8.56 
52.78 ±10.54 

62.23 ± 7.37 
54.65 ±10.43 

66.35 ± 6.77 
56.96 ±10.21 

<0.001 
<0.001 

Left Lateral Flexion (CROM) 
 

TTMW 
Control 

41.16 ± 8.69 
39.58 ± 5.81 

45.60 ± 8.73 
39.64 ± 5.87 

49.69 ± 9.10 
41.39 ±5.55 

54.07 ± 8.92 
44.11 ± 5.21 

<0.001 
<0.001 

Right Lateral Flexion (CROM: TTMW 
Control 

39.35 ± 7.07 
36.21 ± 6.85 

43.42 ± 7.15 
36.42 ± 6.81 

46.24 ± 7.43 
39.11 ± 7.12 

49.36 ± 7.45 
41.35 ± 7.71 

<0.001 
<0.001 

Note: TTMW = Wilai massage stickTM , Control group = Ibuprofen, Significant improvement from baseline levels (p < 0.05) 
 

Table 5 Comparison of the adjusted mean and 95% CI outcome measures (adjusted 
for baseline   using ANCOVA) at each assessment time points 

outcome Immediate effects  
(Post-test 1) 

Short-term effect  
(Post-test 2) 

Short-term effect  
(Post-test 3) 

TT 
MW 

C Differ
ence 
(95% 
CI) 

p-value TT 
MW 

C Differ
ence 
 (95% 
CI) 

P-value TT 
MW 

C Differ
ence 
 (95% 
CI) 

p-value 

Pain (VAS) 4.10±
1.44 

4.93±
1.48 

-1.03 
(-1.40 
to-
0.65)  

<0.001 2.80±
1.06 

3.43± 
1.16 

-0.75 
(-1.18 
to-
0.32)  

<0.001 .08±.
84 

1.87±
1.30 

-1.14 
(-1.65 
to-
0.63) 

<0.001 

PPT 2.72±
0.57 

1.75±
0.56 

0.80 
(0.63 
to 
0.09) 

<0.001 3.25± 
0.57 

2.07±0.
46 

1.05 
(0.85 
to 
1.25) 

<0.001 3.96±
0.61 

2.51±
0.49 

1.34 
(1.10 
to 
1.59) 

<0.001 

Tissue 
hardness 

44.59
±6.95 

46.05
±6.38 

-3.06 
(-4.05 
to -
2.08) 

<0.001 42.18
±7.18 

45.42±6
.59 

-4.85 
(-6.16 
to -
3.54) 

<0.001 38.13
±7.67 

44.51
±6.58 

-7.95 
(-9.77 
to -
6.13) 

<0.001 
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Flexion 56.23
±9.56 

50.62
±11.9 

2.49(
1.77 
to 
3.21) 

<0.001 58.74
±10.1 

52.75±1
1.91 

2.83 
(1.48 
to 
4.18) 

<0.001 62.24
±8.72 

54.75
±11.9 

4.62(
2.60 
to 
6.65) 

<0.001 
 

 TT 
MW 

C Differ
ence 
(95% 
CI) 

p-value TT 
MW 

C Differ
ence 
 (95% 
CI) 

P-value TT 
MW 

C Differ
ence 
 (95% 
CI) 

p-value 

 Extension 59.70
±8.56 

52.78
±10.5 

3.72 
(2.50 
to 
4.91) 

<0.001 62.23
±7.35 

54.65±1
0.43 

4.61 
(3.21 
to 
6.01) 

<0.001 66.35
± 
6.77 

56.96
±10.2 

6.61 
(4.95 
to 
8.26) 

<0.001 

Lt Lateral 
Flexion 

45.60
±8.73 

39.64
±5.87 

4.38 
(3.97 
to 
4.79) 

<0.001 49.69
±9.10 

41.39±5
.55 

6.76 
(5.56 
to 
7.97) 

<0.001 54.07
±8.92 

44.11
±5.21 

8.55 
(6.89 
to 
10.2) 

<0.001 

Rt. Lateral 
Flexion 

43.42
±7.15 

36.42
±6.81 

3.94 
(3.05 
to 
4.83) 

<0.001 46.24
±7.43 

39.11±7
.21 

4.03(
2.73 
to 
5.34) 

<0.001 49.36
±7.45 

41.35
±7.71 

4.87 
(3.28 
to 
6.46) 

<0.001 

Note: TTMW= Wilai massage stickTM,  C= Ibuprofen, Significant improvement from baseline 
Levels (p<0.05). 
 
 

Table 6 Repeated Measures ANOVA Visual analog scale (VAS) TTMW group  
 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 

Baseline     
Post-test 1 <0.001    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001  
     

 
Table 7 Repeated Measure ANOVA Visual analog scale (VAS) control group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 <0.018    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.00 <0.001 <0.001 
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Table 8 Repeated Measures ANOVA Pressure pain threshold TTMW group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 <0.001    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 
 

 
Table 9 Repeated Measure ANOVA Pressure pain threshold control group  
 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 0.472    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 
 

 
Table 10 Repeated Measures ANOVA Tissue hardness TTMW group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 <0.001    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 
 

  
Table 11 Repeated Measure ANOVA Tissue hardness control group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 0.425    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
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Table 12 Repeated Measures ANOVA Flexion (CROM) TTMW group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 <0.001    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 
 

  
Table 13 Repeated Measure ANOVA Flexion (CROM) control group  
 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 0.026    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 
 

 
Table 14 Repeated Measures Extension (CROM) TTMW group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 <0.001    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 
 

 
Table 15 Repeated Measure ANOVA Extension (CROM) control group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 0.885    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
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Table 16 Repeated Measures ANOVA Left lateral flexion (CROM) TTMW group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 <0.001    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 
 

  
Table 17 Repeated Measure ANOVA Right lateral flexion (CROM) control group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 0.565    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 
 

 
Table 18 Repeated Measures ANOVA Left lateral flexion (CROM) TTMW group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 <0.001    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

 
 

 
Table 19 Repeated Measure ANOVA Right lateral flexion (CROM) control group  

 Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 
Baseline     
Post-test 1 0.124    
Post-test 2 <0.001 <0.001   
Post-test 3 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
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CHAPTER V 
 

ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 The present study evaluated the immediate, short-term effects of traditional 

Thai self-massage using a Wilai massage stickTM  (TTMW) on pain intensity (VAS), 

pressure pain threshold (PPT), tissue hardness and cervical range of motion (CROM) 

effects of upper back pain associated with myofascial trigger points (MTrPs). 

 1. Effects on reducing pain intensity 

  The finding of this study suggest that TTMW on the upper back area 

was effective in decreasing  pain intensity (VAS) with MTrPs can reduced after 5 days 

of treatment with either TTMW or control group. These results demonstrate the 

effects of both TTMW and control group. Moreover, the magnitude of improvements 

for intensity as measured by VAS in this study were also considered as clinically 

important (more than or equal to 1.8 points for VAS (Table 5) was considered as the 

minimally clinical significant difference [95, 96]. 

 This finding consistent with previous studies ischemic pressure using Thera 

cane and stretching exercise found comparable results. They used the combination 

of ischemic pressure followed by sustained stretching to treat neck and upper back 

pain. The author reported reducing in pain intensity (mean VAS score of 2.6±1.5 at 

baseline and 1.3±1.6 after 5 days of treatment) [6]. In addition the study of Buttagate 

used the TTM and stretch exercise to treat upper back pain, and reported reduction 

in present pain score from 5.89±1.65 at baseline to 3.06±2.48 of treatment [92].  
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The mechanism of pain relief of TTMW could be explained by the follows: 

 1. TTMW may modulate pain transmission at spinal cord level by closing the 

gate; i,e. inhibiting transmission cell (T cell) activity via substantia gelatinosa (SG cells). 

The mechanosensitive afferent fibers in muscle that influence SG cells have been 

stimulated by TTMW. Activation of low threshold, large diameter mechanoreceptive 

afferent fibers stimulates the SG cells via an excitatory synapse, increase the amount 

of pre-synaptic inhibition acting on the nociceptor afferent terminals, and prevents 

the transmission of nociceptive information to higher center. They also temporarily 

decrease the level of pain in biochemical transmission, substance P, thus the nerve 

conductivity to a higher center was limited [93]. 

 2. TTMW can reduce muscle tension and increase blood flow [39] to 

pathological muscles, thus the pain metabolic such as substance P, H+ and lactic are 

washed out. Moreover, nutrients and oxygen are raised by more blood flow to these 

tissues. The result of this mechanism was reducing pain [93]. 

 3. TTMW may pain reduce pain by using ischemic pressure. Pressing 

rhythmically into the subcutaneous later or the connective tissue which stimulates 

proprioceptors (spindle cell and Golgi tendon organs in muscle, this effect enhances 

the reducing of muscle spasm and adhesion in tissue [40]. 

 4. TTMW may increase pain relieving neurotransmitters such as serotonin 

(5HIAA) which leading to decrease pain intensity, Serotonin has been noted to 

increase following massage therapy in several pain syndromes [18, 20].  
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2. Effects on pressure pain threshold (PPT) 
 

 After the patients received treatment with TTMW on the upper back area, 

PPT was significantly increased from an average of 1.96±0.58 kg/cm2 at baseline to 

3.96±0.61 kg/cm2 at the end of 5 days of treatment. This results similarity from the 

study of Hantan who applied ischemic pressure localized at the MTrPs and found an 

improvement in the PPT from 4.5±1.6 kg/cm2 at baseline to 5.7±1.8 kg/cm2 at the 

end of a 5 days home program for patients with neck and upper back pain [6]. 

Moreover, the present finding support the study of Gulick used ischemic pressure 

with Backnnober II device on discomfort with MTrPs. at which revealed PPT from 

31.73±12.8 N at baseline to 44.20±13.31 N at the end of a week [43]. 

 From comparison of results between the TTMW and control groups we can 

conclude that treatment by TTMW among patients with upper back pain with MTrPs 

was superior to control group. 

 The mechanism by which TTMW increases PPT may be explained by the 

principle suggested in more detail as follows. First, Local compression may elongate 

the contraction knot sarcomeres by stretching the affected muscle fiber, 

consequently increasing the energy supply and blood flow to the area and 

decreasing MTrPs sensitivity. Secondary, the TTMW may normalized the length of 

sarcomeres by stretching (lengthening the muscle as a whole) that muscle fiber, 

leading to increased energy supply and decreased MTrPs sensitivity [55]. 
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3. Effects on tissue hardness 
 

 The present study demonstrated that tissue hardness was reduced after 

treatment compare baseline. This indicated that the treatment by TTMW was 

effective in decreasing tissue hardness, consistent with the results of a previous study 

which found that use of deep massage on low back pain. The authors reported 

reduction in tissue hardness from 37.7±9.9 N/cm2 at baseline and 33.4±10.2 N/cm2 

after treatment [97]. However, these previous studies differ from the present study in 

terms of underlying condition, the body area treated, the duration of treatment and 

the form of massage used. 

4. Effects on cervical range of motion (CROM) 
 

 This study evaluated the effects of TTMW in patients with MTrPs. After 

treatment with TTMW on upper back area there was a direct increase in cervical 

range of motion (CROM) in all directions. In addition, the magnitude of improvement 

in CROM in this study was also considered as clinically meaningful (morn than or 

equal to 5 degree for CROM was considered as the minimally clinical significant 

difference [95].   

 The result of comparison between the two groups showed that TTMW 

increased the cervical flexion, extension, left lateral flexion, and right lateral flexion 

in comparison with control group during study period, indicating that treatment of 

restricted CROM by TTMW among patients upper back pain with MTrPs was superior 

to treatment by control group. 
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 This study finding of increased CROM may be explained in more detail as 

follows: First, TTMW may stimulate proprioceptors (spindle cell and Golgi tendon 

organ) in muscle and tendon. This effects may enhances the reducing of muscle 

spasm and adhesion in tissue [40] and subsequently increase the length of muscle. 

Second, Local pressure may elongate the contraction knot sarcomeares by stretching 

the affected muscle fiber, consequently increasing the energy supply and blood flow 

to the area and increasing muscle length [55]. 

5. Limitation of the study 
 

 First limitation of this study was the lack of blinding of the patients to the 

type of treatment being received, which can cause potential bias. However, it was 

difficult to perform this type of blinding due to the nature of non-pharmacological 

treatments. Second, even though form of massage improved the main symptoms of 

patients, they did not improve some of the other outcome, because of insufficient 

pressure and non- localization of pressure on the MTrPs. We selected the standard 

form of TTM for this study, which was limited in the amount of pressure used, only 

reaching the pain threshold, and in applied to the upper back not focusing on the 

trigger points, these techniques may not be effect enough. 

6. Conclusion 
 

 The results of this study indicated that a traditional Thai self-massage using a 

Wilai massage stickTM  to the upper back area for the was effective in reducing pain 

(pain intensity, tissue hardness and increasing PPT, and CROM in patients with upper 

back pain associated with myofascial trigger point. This treatment technique was a 
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non- pharmacological   management with no side effects. A  Wilai massage stickTM 

can therefore, be promoted as an alternative treatment in cases of limited number 

of therapists and those patients who have risk of side effects from medication. 
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คู่มอืการนวดตนเองด้วยตะขอนวดตวัวไิล 
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ตะขอนวดตัววไิลTM 
 

 
 

รูปท่ี 1 ตะขอนวดตวัวไิล 
 
 
วธีิการจบัตะขอนวดตวัวไิลTM 

 

                         
 
 รูปท่ี 2 วธีิการจบัไมด้า้นหนา้    รูปท่ี 3 วธีิการจบัไมด้า้นหลงั 
   
 ใชมื้อดนักา้นจบัไปขา้งหนา้ขณะท่ีปุ่มนวดกดหาต าแหน่งท่ีปวดบนกลา้มเน้ือ  
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วธีิการนวด  

 แนวท่ีใชใ้นการนวดหลงัส่วนบน  แบ่งออกเป็น 2 ดา้น คือ ดา้นซา้ยและดา้นขวา โดยใช้
แนวกระดูกสันหลงัในการแบ่ง มีแนวท่ีใชใ้นการนวดดา้นละ 2 เส้น คือ เส้นท่ี 1 และ เส้นท่ี 2 ซ่ึง
เส้นท่ีอยู ่1 ห่างจากแนวกระดูกสันหลงั 1 ความกวา้งของน้ิวมือ และแนว 2 วดัห่างจากกระดูกสัน
หลงั 2 ความกวา้งของน้ิวมือ แต่ละแนวแบ่งออกเป็น  จุด (ในแต่จุดน้ีใหอ้าสาสมคัรประมาณเอง)  
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 อาสาสมคัรนัง่หรือยนืขณะท าการนวดบริเวณหลงัส่วนบน โดยเร่ิมจากแนวเส้นท่ี 1 
ดา้นซา้ยก่อน เร่ิมกดจุดท่ี 1 ท่ีบริเวณระดบัใตก้ระดูกต่อสะบกั แต่ละจุดท่ีกดขนาดแรงกดประมาณ
เท่าท่ีพอรู้สึกต้ือๆ หรือเพียงระดบัปวดเพียงเล็กนอ้ย กดคา้งไวน้าน 5 วนิาที แลว้ค่อยผอ่นแรงออก
เปล่ียนจุดใหม่ นวดดงัน้ีจนครบ 8 จุด (โดยประมาณ) หรือถึงระดบักระดูกคอ (C7) ของแนว 1 นวด
ซ ้ าข้ึนลงเส้นละ 5 รอบจนครบแลว้เปล่ียนไปนวดดา้นขาวเส้นละ 5  รอบเหมือนกนั 
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4.1 ท่าบริหารหลงัการนวด 
  ท่าที ่1 ยดืกลา้มเน้ือเอวดา้นขา้ง โดยใหย้นืแยกเทา้พอประมาณเท่ากบัความกวา้ง
ของไหล่ เอามือขา้งหน่ึงวางไวท่ี้เอว ส่วนมืออีกขา้งชูข้ึนสูงสุดแลว้โนม้ตวัไปดา้นตรงขา้ม คา้งไว ้5 
วนิาที แลว้ท าสลบักนักบัอีกขา้งหน่ึงจนครบขา้งละ 5 คร้ัง 
 

  
 

รูปที่ 4 ท่ายดืกล้ามเนือ้เอวด้านข้าง 
 ท่าที ่2 ยดืดดักลา้มเน้ือเอว ไหล่ และสะโพก โดยใหย้นืเทา้แยกพอประมาณเท่ากบัความ
กวา้งของไหล่ งอศอก 90 องศา พร้อมกบัยกแขนข้ึนระดบัไหล่ แลว้บิดล าตวัไปดา้นซ้าย คา้งไว ้5 
วนิาที แลว้บิดกลบัมาดา้นขวา ท าแบบเดียวกนัจนครบขา้งละ 5 คร้ัง 
 

  
  
    รูปที่ 5 ท่ายดืกล้ามเนือ้ไหล่ 
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คู่มอืการใช้ยาไอบูโพรเฟน 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

โดย 
นางสาวภนิดา  วามนตรี 

นกัศึกษาปริญญาเอก การแพทยแ์ผนไทยและการแพทยท์างเลือก (หลกัสูตรนานาชาติ) 
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ประเภทของยา 
 ยาลดการอกัเสบท่ีไม่ใช่สเตอรอยด ์(NSAID) 
 
สรรพคุณ 
 บรรเทาอาการปวดกลา้มเน้ือและขอ้อกัเสบ กระดูกอกัเสบ อาการปวดเล็กนอ้ยถึงปานกลาง 
กลา้มเน้ือและขอ้อกัเสบ ปวดประจ าเดือนและลดไข ้
 
ข้อมูลทัว่ไป 
 ไอบูโพรเฟนชนิดขายไดโ้ดยไม่มีใบสั่งแพทย ์มกัออกฤทธ์ิบรรเทาปวดไดภ้ายใน 1 ชัว่โมง 
แต่ขนาดยามกัไม่ใหผ้ลชดัเจนในการลดการอกัเสบ ขนาดไอบูโพรเฟนท่ีใชล้ดการอกัเสบอยูท่ี่ม้ือ
ละ 400 มิลลิกรัมข้ึนไป และตอ้งรับประทานยาถึง 1 สัปดาห์ 
 
ข้อควรระวงั 
 1.  ผูท่ี้แพย้าไอบูโพรเฟน หรือ NSAID อ่ืน และผูท่ี้มีประวติัหอบหืดเน่ืองมาจาก NSAID 
ไอโอไดด ์หรือแอสไพริน ห้ามรับประทานยาไอบูโพรเฟน 
 2.  ไอบูโพรเฟนอาจท าใหเ้กิดการตกเลือดในทางเดินอาหาร แผลอกัเสบหรือกระเพาะ
อาหารทะลุในเวลาใดก็ได ้โดยอาจมีหรือไม่มีอาการเตือน ส าหรับผูท่ี้กินยาไอบูโพรเฟนเป็นประจ า 
ผูท่ี้มีประวติัเคยมีการตกเลือดทางเดินอาหาร ตอ้งระมดัระวงัอยา่งยิง่ไม่วา่จะกินยา NSAID ใดๆ ผูท่ี้
มีอาการดงักล่าวก าเริบอยูแ่ลว้ยงักินยา NSAID ตอ้งจดจ าไวเ้สมอวา่อาจเกิดอาการก าเริบรุนแรงข้ึน
ได ้
 3.  ไอบูโพรเฟนอาจมีผลต่อเกล็ดเลือดและการแขง็ตวัของเลือด ผูท่ี้มีปัญหาเร่ืองการแข็งตวั
ของเลือดและผูท่ี้กินยาวอร์ฟาริน ควรหลีกเล่ียงการใชย้าไอบูโพรเฟน 
 4.  ผูท่ี้มีปัญหาเก่ียวกบัหวัใจ เม่ือกินยาไอบูโพรเฟน อาจเกิดอาการบวมท่ีแขน ขา หรือ
ปลายเทา้ 
 5.  ผูท่ี้เป็นโรคเอสแอลอี ท่ีกินยาไอบูโพรเฟน อาจเกิดอาการแพรุ้นแรงได ้ตอ้งแจง้อาการ
ผดิปกติแก่แพทยท์นัที 
 6.  ไอบูโพรเฟนอาจก่อพิษร้ายแรงแก่ไต ตอ้งแจง้ใหแ้พทยท์ราบหากมีอาการเกิดข้ึนอยา่ง
ผดิปกติ และอาจตอ้งตรวจสมรรถภาพของไตเป็นระยะๆ 
 7.  ไอบูโพรเฟนอาจท าใหเ้กิดการแพแ้ดดได ้
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ผลข้างเคียงทีเ่กดิจากการใช้ไอบูโพรเฟน 
 พบบ่อย: ทอ้งเดิน คล่ืนไส้ อาเจียน ทอ้งผกู มีอาการรบกวนกระเพาะอาหารเล็กนอ้ย ไม่
สบายทอ้งหรือมีแก๊สในกระเพาะอาหารโดยเฉพาะในช่วง 2-3 วนัแรกของการรักษา 
 
วธีิรับประทาน 
 1. รับประทานพร้อมอาหารหรือหลงัอาหารทนัทีหรือพร้อมยาลดกรดแมกนีเซียม/อะลูมี
เนียม 

2. รับประทานแต่ละม้ือกบัน ้ า 1 แกว้เตม็ และหา้มลงนอนภายใน 15-30 นาที 
ไอบูโพรเฟนอาจท าใหง่้วงนอนและ/หรือเหน็ดเหน่ือย ตอ้งระมดัระวงัในการขบัข่ี การท างานกบั
เคร่ืองจกัรกลหรือไหฟ้า หา้มซ้ือยาท่ีมีส่วนประกอบของพาราเซตามอลหรือแอสไพรินมา
รับประทานขณะรับประทานไอบูโพรเฟน และตอ้งเล่ียงแอลกอฮอล์ 
 3. ถา้ลืมรับประทานยา 1 ม้ือ รับประทานยาทนัทีท่ีนึกได ้ถา้รับประทานวนัละหลายม้ือ
และนึกไดภ้ายใน 4 ชัว่โมงก่อนรับประทานยาม้ือต่อไป งดยาม้ือท่ีลืม เร่ิมรับประทานยาม้ือใหม่
ตามก าหนดเดิม หา้มรับประทานยาเป็น 2 เท่าของขนาดปกติ 

 
ขนาดยาทีใ่ช้ 
 ขนาด 400 มิลลิกรัม คร้ังละ 1 เมด็ 3 เวลาต่อวนั 
 
การใช้ยาเกนิขนาด 
 มีอาการง่วงนอน คล่ืนไส้ อาเจียน ทอ้งเดิน ปวดทอ้ง หายใจเร็ว หวัใจเตน้เร็ว เหง่ือแตก  
 
หมายเหตุ 
 หญงิมีครรภ์/หญงิให้นมบุตร NSAID อาจผา่นเขา้สู่กระแสเลือดของทารกในครรภ ์และ
อาจมีผลต่อการสร้างหวัใจของทารกในครรภใ์นช่วงคร่ึงหลงัของการตั้งครรภ ์ 
 หญงิให้นมบุตร NSAID อาจออกมากบัน ้านม เป็นไปไดท่ี้แม่ซ่ึงกินยาไอบูโพรเฟนและให้
นมลูก อาจเกิดผลแก่หวัใจหรือระบบการไหลเวยีนโลหิตของลูกได ้
 ผู้สูงอายุ โดยเฉพาะผูท่ี้มีไตหรือตบัเส่ือม อาจไวต่อ NSAID มากกวา่ปกติ 
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ท่าบริหารหลงัการนวด 
  ท่าที ่1 ยดืกลา้มเน้ือเอวดา้นขา้ง โดยใหย้นืแยกเทา้พอประมาณเท่ากบัความกวา้ง
ของไหล่ เอามือขา้งหน่ึงวางไวท่ี้เอว ส่วนมืออีกขา้งชูข้ึนสูงสุดแลว้โนม้ตวัไปดา้นตรงขา้ม คา้งไว ้5 
วนิาที แลว้ท าสลบักนักบัอีกขา้งหน่ึงจนครบขา้งละ 5 คร้ัง 
 

  
 

รูปที่ 1 ท่ายดืกล้ามเนือ้เอวด้านข้าง 
 ท่าที ่2 ยดืดดักลา้มเน้ือเอว ไหล่ และสะโพก โดยใหย้นืเทา้แยกพอประมาณเท่ากบัความ
กวา้งของไหล่ งอศอก 90 องศา พร้อมกบัยกแขนข้ึนระดบัไหล่ แลว้บิดล าตวัไปดา้นซ้าย คา้งไว ้5 
วนิาที แลว้บิดกลบัมาดา้นขวา ท าแบบเดียวกนัจนครบขา้งละ 5 คร้ัง 
 

  
  
    รูปที่ 2 ท่ายดืกล้ามเนือ้ไหล่ 
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DATA COLLECTION, QUESTIONNAIRES 
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ID…………………. 
วนัที.่............................... 

 
แบบคัดกรองผู้ป่วยปวดหลังส่วนบน 

 
ผลการนวดไทยด้วยตนเองโดยใช้ตะขอนวดตัววไิลTM เปรียบเทยีบกบัไอบูโพรเฟนในผู้ป่วยปวด

หลงัส่วนบนจากกลุ่มอาการปวดกล้ามเนือ้และพงัผดื 
 
 เกณฑก์ารคดักรอง จะเป็นไปตามเกณฑข์องการปวดหลงัส่วนบนจากกลุ่มอาการปวด
กลา้มเน้ือและพงัผดื (Myofascial trigger points)  ของ Travell and Simons, 1983 
  
 (     ) มีอาการปวดหลงัส่วนบนมาไม่นอ้ยกวา่ 3 เดือน 
 (     ) พบการตึงตวัของกลา้มเน้ือเป็นล า (Taut band) 
 (     ) คล าพบกอ้น (nodule) บริเวณหลงัส่วนบน 
 (     ) พบจุดกดเจบ็ (spot tenderness)  อยา่งนอ้ย หน่ึงจุดในกลา้มเน้ือหลงัส่วนบนตั้งแต่
ระดบัใตก้ระดูกสะบกัจนถึงระดบัตน้คอ 
 
 

หมายเหตุ 
 ...............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................ 
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เอกสารคัดกรองผู้ไม่ควรรับประทานยาไอบูโพรเฟน 
 

โครงการวจิยั ผลการนวดไทยดว้ยตนเองโดยใชต้ะขอนวดตวัวไิลTM  เปรียบเทียบกบัไอบู 
โพรเฟนในผูป่้วยปวดหลงัส่วนบนจากกลุ่มอาการปวดกลา้มเน้ือและพงัผดื 

 
วนัท่ี...................... 
ID…………………… 
อาย.ุ.....................ปี  เพศ................. 
น ้าหนกั........................กิโลกรัม  ส่วนสูง................. เซนติเมตร  

 
ขอ้ใดคือโรคประจ าตวัของท่าน 
 (     ) หอบหืด 
 (     ) ตกเลือดในทางเดินอาหาร แผลอกัเสบหรือกระเพาะทะลุ 
 (     ) มีปัญหาการแขง็ตวัของหลอดเลือด 
 (     ) โรคหวัใจ 
 (     ) โรค เอสแอลอี 
 (     ) โรคไต 
 (     ) ตั้งครรภ ์หรือให้นมบุตร 
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แบบฟอร์มการตรวจของแพทย์ 
โครงการวจิยั ผลการนวดไทยดว้ยตนเองโดยใชต้ะขอนวดตวัวไิลTM  เปรียบเทียบกบัไอบู 

โพรเฟนในผูป่้วยปวดหลงัส่วนบนจากกลุ่มอาการปวดกลา้มเน้ือและพงัผดื 
 

วนัท่ี...................... 
ID…………………… 
อาย.ุ.....................ปี  เพศ................. 
น ้าหนกั........................กิโลกรัม  ส่วนสูง................. เซนติเมตร  BP………………mm/Hg 
 
 
Chief complaint: 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Medical diagnosis: 
………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Medical note:  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
      
 
 
 

ลงช่ือ.................................................. 
        (……………………………) 

              แพทยผ์ูต้รวจ 
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ID:……….......... 
  กลุ่ม(group:1= Wilai, 2= Ibuprofen 

แบบฟอร์มการเกบ็ข้อมูลเบือ้งต้น 
วจัิยเร่ือง ผลการนวดไทยด้วยตนเองโดยใช้ตะขอนวดตัววไิลเปรียบเทยีบกบัยาไอบูโพรเฟน

ในผู้ป่วยปวดหลงัส่วนบนจากกลุ่มอาการปวดกล้ามเนือ้และพงัผดื 
โรงพยาบาลลาดหลุมแก้ว อ .ลาดหลุมแก้ว จ.ปทุมธานี  

ตอนที ่1 ข้อมูลทัว่ไป 
วนัท่ี ...................เดือน.............. พ.ศ................. 

1  .อายุ.................ปี  Age[ ] 
2  .เพศ                 ชาย = 0            หญิง = 1 Sex [ ]       
3  .อาชีพ...................................................  
     1 = งานหนกั )เช่น กรรมกร ,เกษตรกร ,คนงาน(  
     2 = งานเบา )เช่น พนกังาน ,ขา้ราชการ ,เกษียณ ,นกัศึกษา ,แม่บา้น ,คา้ขาย(  
     3 = อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ................................ 

Occ [  ] 

4  .สถานภาพสมรส :        0 = โสด              1 = คู่                2 = หม้าย /หย่า  /แยก  Marr [] 
5  .น ้าหนกั ..........................กิโลกรัม  Wt [   ] 
6  .ส่วนสูง .........................เซนติเมตร  Ht [   ] 
7  .การด่ืมแอลกอฮอล์  
             0 = ไม่ด่ืม              1 = ด่ืมเป็นคร้ังคราว      2 = ด่ืมเป็นประจ า 

Al [   ] 

8. ท่าทางใดต่อไปน้ีท่ีท่านตอ้งการใชม้ากในขณะท างาน )ตอบไดม้ากกวา่ 1 ขอ้( 
                      1 = นัง่ 
                      2 = ยนื 
                      3 = เดิน 
                      4 = โนม้ตวัไปขา้งหนา้หรือกม้ๆ เงยๆ 
                      5 = กม้ยกของหนกั 

Pois [ ]     

9. กีฬาหรือออกก าลงักาย  
                      0 = ไม่เคยออกก าลงักาย 
                      1 = ออกก าลงักายอยา่งนอ้ย 1-3 คร้ัง/สัปดาห์ 
                      2 = ออกก าลงักายเป็นประจ ามากกวา่ 3 คร้ัง /สัปดาห์  
 

Ex [   ] 
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10. ตั้งแต่วนัท่ีเร่ิมปวด ในคร้ังน้ี ท่านไดห้ยดุงานเพราะปวดหลงัส่วนบนบา้ง
หรือไม่ 

                     0 = ไม่ไดห้ยดุ              1 = หยดุงาน ...............)วนั     (  

Stop [ ] 

11.ขณะท่ีมีอาการปวดท่านมีอาการอ่ืนๆ ต่อไปน้ีร่วมดว้ยหรือไม่ 
                     0 = ไม่มีอาการอ่ืนๆ ร่วมดว้ย 
                     1 = มีไขสู้ง 
                     2 = มีอาการชาร้าวลงแขน 
                     3 = อ่ืนๆโปรดระบุ .......................... 

Sym [ ] 

12. ขอ้ใดเป็นสาเหตุของอาการปวดหลงัส่วนบน 
                      0 = จ าไม่ไดห้รือไม่ทราบสาเหตุ 
                      1 = ยกของหนกั 
                      2 = นัง่ท างานนานๆ 
                      3 = อุบติัเหตุ เช่น หกลม้ รถชน 
                      4 = ขาดการออกก าลงักาย 
                      5 = มีหลายสาเหตุรวมกนั )ยกของหนกั , นัง่ท  างานนานๆ  ,ร่วมกบั
สาเหตุอ่ืนๆ(  
                      6 = อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ................................... 

Cause]    

13. อาการปวดเป็นมานาน ...................เดือน/หรือ....................ปี  Dur [  ] 
14. อาการปวดคร้ังสุดทา้ยเป็นมานาน .............สัปดาห์/หรือ...................เดือน  Last_   
15. ท่านเคยไดรั้บการวนิิจฉยัหรือมีประวติัเป็นโรคประจ าตวัหรือไม่ 
                      0 = ไม่มี 
                      1 = บาดเจบ็ประสบอุบติัเหตุบริเวณกระดูกสันหลงัส่วนบนมาก่อน 
                      2 = การผา่ตดักระดูกสันหลงั 
                      3 = โรคขอ้เส่ือม อกัเสบ หรือติดเช้ือ เช่น เก๊าท ์รูมาตอยด ์มะเร็ง 
                      4 = มีความผดิปกติของระบบประสาท เช่น โรคระบบประสาทส่วน
ปลาย อมัพฤกษ ์อมัพาต เป็นตน้ 
                      5 = ขณะน้ีท่านเป็นโรคผวิหนงั เช่น ไขร้ากสาด อีสุกอีใส งูสวดั  
                      6 = โรคติดเช้ือ เช่น วณัโรค  
                      7 = อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ................................ 
 

PastDx 
[     ] 
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16. ท่านเคยไดรั้บการรักษาก่อนเขา้ร่วมวิจยัในช่วง 2 เดือนท่ีผา่นมาหรือไม่ 
                       0 = ไม่เคย 
                      1 =  ซ้ือยากินเอง 
                      2 = รักษากบัแพทยท่ี์คลินิกหรือโรงพยาบาล 
                      3 = รักษากบันกักายภาพบ าบดั 
                      4 = นวดแผนไทยแบบราชส านกั 
                      5 = อ่ืนๆ โปรดระบุ .........................................  

PastTx 
 [      ] 
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ตารางบันทกึ  การนวดไทยด้วยตนเองโดยใช้ตะขอนวดตัววไิลTM   

           
            ID…………………. 

         วนัที.่...................................... 
 
ค าช้ีแจง: ใหท้่านตอบค าถามเก่ียวกบัการนวดไทยดว้ยตนเองโดยใชต้ะขอนวดตวัวไิลTM ตามความ
เป็นจริง และขอความกรุณาใหท้่านน ามาดว้ยทุกคร้ังท่ีมาตรวจตามนดั ขอใหท้่านบนัทึกการนวด
หลงัและท่าบริหารทนัทีทุกวนัจนครบ 5 วนั 
  1. ถา้ท่านมีอาการกลา้มเน้ืออกัเสบเฉียบพลนั มีไข ้หรือโรคผวิหนงั ภาวะกระดูกหกัขอ้
เคล่ือน ใหง้ดการนวดและการบริหาร  
 2. ขอใหท้่านนวดวนัละ 1 คร้ังเท่านั้น และไม่ควรนวดเกิน 3 รอบในแต่ละแนวเส้นทั้ง
ดา้นซา้ยและดา้นขวา 
 3. ขอใหท้่านนวดเฉพาะบริเวณหลงัส่วนบนเท่านั้น 
  
 
 

 วนัที ่ ตะขอวไิลTM ท่าบริหาร หมายเหตุ  

 1     
 2     
 3     
 4     
 5     
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การปฏิบัติตัวในการรับประทานยาตามแผนการวจัิย 
 ค  าช้ีแจง: ขอใหท้่านตอบค าถามเก่ียวกบัการรับประทานยา ตามความเป็นจริง และขอความกรุณา
ใหท้่านน ายาท่ีแพทยส์ั่งมาดว้ยทุกคร้ังท่ีมาตรวจตามนดั รับประทานยาพร้อมอาหารหรือหลงัอาหาร
ทนัที ถา้ท่านลืมรับประทานยาใน 1 ม้ือ รับประทานทนัทีท่ีนึกได ้ถา้รับประทานวนัละหลายม้ือและ
นึกไดภ้ายใน 4 ชัว่โมงก่อนรับประทานม้ือต่อไป งดยาม้ือท่ีลืม เร่ิมรับประทานยาม้ือใหม่ตาม
ก าหนดเดิม หา้มรับประทานยาเป็น 2 เท่าของขนาดปกติ และออกก าลงักายดว้ยท่าบริหารตามวนัละ 
1 คร้ังๆ ละ 2 นาที 
ID……………………         

วนัที่ 1 2 3 4 5 หมายเหตุ 

เช้า        
กลางวนั       
เยน็       
ท่าบริหาร       

 

1. ท่านรับประทานยาคร้ังแรกวนัท่ี………………… 

2. ท่านรับประทานยาคร้ังแรกอยา่งไร 
   ก่อนอาหาร (     ) 
   หลงัอาหาร (     ) 

3. ปัจจุบนัท่านรับประทานยาวนัละ ………………….คร้ัง 

4. ปัจจุบนัท่านรับประทานยาคร้ังละ…………….เมด็ 

5. ท่านไดรั้บยาจ านวนทั้งหมด……………….เมด็ 

6. จ านวนยาท่ีเหลือ……………………เมด็ 

7. อาการขา้งเคียงท่ีพบ........................................................................... 
 
สรุปความคิดเห็นของแพทยผ์ูรั้กษา…………………………….. 
Compliance………………% 
แพทยผ์ูต้รวจ…………………………          ผูว้จิยั/ผูช่้วยวิจยับนัทึกขอ้มูล 
วนัท่ี……………………………  
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รักษาคร้ังท่ี.........................วนัท่ี............................................ 
ID………………… 

 
 

ก่อนการรักษา (Pain intensity (VAS) 
 

                      กรุณากา  X ลงบนเส้นที่แสดงถึงระดับอาการปวดโดยเฉลี่ย  
                                                                                                            
        ไม่ปวด                 ปวดมากทีสุ่ด 

     0                                                                                                                10 

 
VAS [   ] 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
หลงัการรักษา (Pain intensity (VAS) 

 

                      กรุณากา  X ลงบนเส้นที่แสดงถึงระดับอาการปวดโดยเฉลี่ย 
 
  0                                                                                                               10 
         ไม่ปวด                    ปวดมากทีสุ่ด 
 

 
VAS [   ] 
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แบบบันทึกผลการประเมิน 

 
Data collection of outcome measure on day 1, 2, and 5     

ID.........Name…………………………… 

Variables Day 1 Day 2 Day 5 

 Pre-test Posttest Pre-test Posttest 

VAS     

Flexion     

Extension     

Lt. Lateral flexion     

Rt. Lateral flexion     

Pressure Pain Threshold in  
 

    

Muscle hardness 
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APPENDIX C 

SUBJECTION INFORMATION FORM AND CONSENT FORM 
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APPENDIX D 

PICTURE OF FRYER POSTER 
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ขอเชิญเข้าเป็นอาสาสมคัรเพือ่เข้ารับการรักษาอาการปวดหลงั
ส่วนบน  บ่า คอ ไหล่ ด้วยวธีิใช้อุปกรณ์นวดรักษาด้วยตวัเอง 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ท่านต้องมคุีณสมบัติและอาการดังนี ้

1. อายุระหว่าง 18-60 ปี จ านวน 60 คน 
2. มอีาการปวดคอ บ่า ไหล่ 

ส่ิงทีท่่านจะได้รับ   
1. รักษาอาการปวดคอ บ่า ไหล่ ด้วย

อปุกรณ์นวดด้วยตนเอง 
2. ได้รับการตรวจประเมนิอาการปวด

จากแพทย์ผู้เช่ียวชาญ 

3. ได้รับค่าเดินทางตลอดโครงการ
จ านวน 600 บาท และอปุกรณ์การ
นวดไทยด้วยตนเอง 1 ชุด มูลค่า  
500 บาทเป็นระยะเวลา 5 วัน 

 

  ฟรี 

ผู้สนใจกรุณาติดต่อ 

นางสาวภนิดา วามนตรี 
นกัศึกษาปริญาเอก สาขาการแพทยแ์ผนไทยและ
การแพทยท์างเลือก (หลกัสูตรนานาชาติ) 
จุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวทิยาลยั โทร. 081-6253777 
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